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Population genetic studies often analyze patterns of single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) to gain insight into the evolutionary history of a population. One
summary statistic that has proved invaluable in these efforts is the frequency distri-
bution of derived mutations (i.e., the site-frequency spectrum, or SFS). In order to
generate the SFS, orthologous sequences from closely related outgroup species are
frequently used to distinguish ancestral and derived alleles at each SNP (assuming
the ancestral allele is the one that matches the outgroup).
In a series of studies, I test the robustness of the parsimony assumption to
a more realistic finite-sites model of context-dependent mutation biases inferred
along the human lineage. I show (using both simulations and a theoretical model)
that enough unobserved substitutions could have occurred since the divergence of
human and chimpanzee to cause a shift in the SFS. The shifted SFS induced by
misidentifying the ancestral states of some SNPs can lead to poor fitting demo-
graphic models and cause many statistical tests to spuriously reject neutrality in
favor of models with positive selection.
By constructing a novel model of the context-dependent mutation process, poly-
morphism data can be corrected for the effect of ancestral misidentification. Using
this correction, statistical tests return to their proper rejection rates, allowing
for more accurate inference of both demographic events as well as the strength
and abundance of natural selection. This correction is used to better understand
the evolution of GC-content in the human genome, and to perform accurate demo-
graphic inference in two populations of the biomedically important rhesus macaque.
Finally, I present a new forward simulation program, SFS CODE, that can
simulate several populations under a Wright-Fisher style island model. This
program is highly flexible, allowing the user to simulate several loci (with or
without linkage), where each locus can be annotated as either coding or non-
coding, sex or autosome, selected or neutral. In addition to providing the
source code for our program, we have also developed a web server that will
allow the user to perform simulations using the high performance comput-
ing resources of the Computational Biology Service Unit at Cornell University
(http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/sfscode.aspx).
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CHAPTER 1
CONTEXT DEPENDENCE, ANCESTRAL MISIDENTIFICATION,
AND SPURIOUS SIGNATURES OF NATURAL SELECTION∗
∗Originally published as: Hernandez, R. D., S. H. Williamson, and C. D. Bustamante (2007).
Context dependence, ancestral misidentification, and spurious signatures of natural selection.
Mol Biol Evol, 24(8):1792–1800, doi: 10.1093/molbev/msm108.
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1.1 Abstract
Population genetic analyses often use polymorphism data from one species, and
orthologous genomic sequences from closely related outgroup species. These out-
group sequences are frequently used to identify ancestral alleles at segregating sites
and to compare the patterns of polymorphism and divergence. Inherent in such
studies is the assumption of parsimony, which posits that the ancestral state of
each single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the allele that matches the ortholo-
gous site in the outgroup sequence, and that all nucleotide substitutions between
species have been observed. This study tests the effect of violating the parsi-
mony assumption when mutation rates vary across sites and over time. Using a
context-dependent mutation model that accounts for elevated mutation rates at
CpG dinucleotides, increased propensity for transitional versus transversional mu-
tations, as well as other directional and contextual mutation biases estimated along
the human lineage, we show (using both simulations and a theoretical model) that
enough unobserved substitutions could have occurred since the divergence of hu-
man and chimpanzee to cause many statistical tests to spuriously reject neutrality.
Moreover, using both the chimpanzee and rhesus macaque genomes to parsimo-
niously identify ancestral states causes a large fraction of the data to be removed
while not completely alleviating problem. By constructing a novel model of the
context-dependent mutation process, we can correct polymorphism data for the
effect of ancestral misidentification using a single outgroup.
1.2 Introduction
Identifying the action of natural selection from patterns of standing genetic vari-
ation has long been of interest to the population genetic community. The recent
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confluence of genomic data and the requisite computational power for large scale
analyses now make this important goal a tractable problem. Of the many statis-
tical methods developed to detect the presence and infer the strength of natural
selection, those that make use of the frequency distribution of all derived muta-
tions observed in a sample of chromosomes (the unfolded site-frequency spectrum,
or SFS) appear to be the most powerful (Sawyer and Hartl, 1992; Hartl et al.,
1994; Akashi, 1999; Bustamante et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2005b).
One technique that has been applied to make analysis of the SFS more robust to
demographic and non-stationary evolutionary processes is to compare the SFS in a
region of interest to the SFS in a genomic region putatively untouched by natural
selection (Akashi, 1999; Williamson et al., 2005). However, as large scale human
polymorphism data has become available, a striking pattern has emerged. Figure
1.1 shows the normalized SFS expected under the standard neutral model [SNM;
Watterson (1975); Hudson (1990); Fu (1995)] and the normalized SFS for the
observed non-coding and synonymous mutations from 161 gene regions sequenced
across a world-wide panel of 95 humans [NIEHS panel 2, as described in Hernandez
et al. (2007c)]. A visual inspection of Figure 1.1 suggests that the observed data
show an overrepresentation of both low and high frequency mutant alleles and a
paucity of intermediate ones compared to the SNM.
An observed skew toward rare alleles is generally attributed to either the effect
of natural selection restricting the spread of slightly deleterious mutations (Fu and
Li, 1993; Williamson and Orive, 2002), or to the effect of a growing population
where most mutations tend to be young (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991; Griffiths and
Tavare´, 1994). A relative excess of mutant alleles at high frequency compared
to the SNM is typically attributed to the presence of recurrent positive natural
selection (Akashi and Schaeffer, 1997; Hartl et al., 1994; Bustamante et al., 2001),
3
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Figure 1.1: The normalized SFS expected under the standard neutral model and
observed in putatively neutral regions (non-coding and synonymous). SNPs with
missing data were incorporated by generating the expected SFS in a sub sample
of 40 chromosomes Marth et al. (2004); Nielsen et al. (2004), then all SNPs were
pooled into frequency bins of size three.
linkage to the target of a recent selective sweep (Kim and Stephan, 2000; Fay
and Wu, 2000), or the existence of hidden population substructure with low levels
of migration (Wakeley and Aliacar, 2001). Because the data used here includes
several individuals from each population, hidden population structure is unlikely to
have caused the excess high frequency tail, therefore an excess of both low and high
frequency mutant alleles casts doubt upon the assumption of selective neutrality
for both non-coding and synonymous mutations.
Another explanation for the relative excess of high frequency mutations in pu-
tatively neutral regions is based on violations of the parsimony assumption used to
construct the SFS. Namely, if a substitution occurred during the divergence time
of the two species being compared, and a subsequent polymorphism (back muta-
tion) recently arose at the same site, then the nucleotide observed in the outgroup
would not be the ancestral state of the SNP. Since most mutations are transitions,
multiple mutations at a site (multiple hits) would often be back mutations, thus
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ancestral misidentification would often times go unnoticed. Because most derived
mutations are expected to be rare (Watterson, 1975; Fu, 1995), ancestral misiden-
tification would most often result in mislabeling low frequency mutations as high
frequency ones (Baudry and Depaulis, 2003).
Previous studies that have addressed multiple hits have either focused on cor-
rectly counting the number of substitutions between two diverged sequences (Jukes
and Cantor, 1969; Kimura, 1980), or correctly counting the number of segregat-
ing mutations in a sample of sequences from hypervariable regions (Tajima, 1996;
Yang, 1996). These studies typically assume that all sites are evolving homoge-
neously and at stationarity, but may allow for mutation rate variation across sites
(though constant over time). However, recent analysis of mammalian sequences
have revealed mutational patterns that are much more complex than these models
account for. In particular, the mutation rate at a site appears to depend on the
source and target nucleotides, as well as the adjacent nucleotides 5’ and 3’ of the
site (Hwang and Green, 2004; Siepel and Haussler, 2004). Under such a context-
dependent model, site-specific mutation rates can vary in magnitude as much as
50-fold (Blake et al., 1992; Hess et al., 1994; Hwang and Green, 2004; Siepel and
Haussler, 2004). The largest change in site-specific mutation rates is due to the
production (or removal) of a methylated CpG dinucleotide (the so called “CpG-
effect”). Surprisingly, non-CpG sites can also vary as much four-fold depending
on their context (Hwang and Green, 2004). By taking the complexities of such a
mutation process into account, we derive a mathematical model for the SFS that
can correct for ancestral misidentification.
5
1.3 Materials and Methods
1.3.1 Theory
In this study, we consider a context-dependent nucleotide mutation model. This
model assumes that the rate of mutation at a nucleotide site depends on its flank-
ing nucleotide context (i.e., its 5’ and 3’ neighboring nucleotides), and is composed
of sixteen 4×4 nucleotide mutation rate matrices (one for each pair of flanking
nucleotides). For ease of notation, we consider Q, the 64×64 instantaneous trinu-
cleotide mutation rate matrix that is restricted to only allow changes at the second
position of each trinucleotide. Hwang and Green (2004) estimated the parame-
ters of such a context-dependent mutation model assuming non-reversiblity and
strand-symmetry from an untranscribed DNA sequence of length 5.2 Mb across 19
mammalian species. In our applications, we will use their estimates obtained along
the human lineage, but our derivations will be sufficiently general to allow for any
model of mutation rate variation (subject to additional assumptions as necessary).
The probability of substituting one nucleotide for another over a time interval
ts in a fixed context (i.e., when both 5’ and 3’ nucleotides do not change), can be
obtained from the probability substitution matrix P(ts), where P(ts) = exp(Qts) =∑∞
n=1(Qts)
n/n!. Note that time (ts) is scaled in terms of the expected number of
substitutions per site, and that the main diagonal of Q was set so as to satisfy the
mathematical requirement that each row sums to zero.
Probability of Ancestry: We will derive the probability of correctly iden-
tifying the ancestral state of a SNP when the orthologous site in the outgroup
matches one of the segregating alleles. Let M be the unknown ancestral state of
the SNP, with S the two segregating alleles (an unordered pair) and U the allele
observed in the outgroup. Assume that the divergence time between species (ts) is
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scaled in terms of the number of substitutions per site and known. For simplicity,
and to accommodate the structure of our context-dependent mutation model, we
assume that the nucleotides flanking the polymorphism have remained constant
since the divergence of the two species being compared (henceforth referred to as
the constant context assumption).
For the arbitrary case of observing an allele U = u in the outgroup while the
pair of alleles S = {u, x} are segregating in the population, the probability of
correctly identifying the ancestral state of the SNP, νux, is
νux = P (M = u | U = u, S = {u, x}, ts) (1.1)
=
P (M = u, U = u, S = {u, x} | ts)
P (M = u, U = u, S = {u, x} | ts) + P (M = x,U = u, S = {u, x} | ts) .
This follows from conditional probability under the assumption that eitherM = u
or M = x (equivalent to an infinite-sites assumption for within species polymor-
phism). Each of the terms in equation (1.1) can be simplified by reordering terms
and applying conditional probability to sequences at stationarity for trinucleotide
frequencies. For example, in the numerator we have
P (M = u, U = u, S = {u, x} | ts)
= P (U = u | ts)P (M = u | U = u, ts)P (S = {u, x} |M = u, U = u, ts)
= P (U = u)P (M = u | U = u, ts)P (S = {u, x} |M = u)
=
 piuPuu(ts)
QuxP
i6=uQui if time-reversible∑
α piαP2αu
(
ts
2
) QuxP
i6=uQui else
(1.2)
where the second equality follows from the assumption of stationary trinucleotide
frequencies since the time of divergence (first term), and that the type of SNP is
independent of any outgroup information when conditioning on its ancestral state
(third term). Note that by conditioning on the ancestral state of a polymorphic
site to be u, we can treat the possible derived states as competing exponential
processes. This model has been well studied, and it is known that the probability
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that the mutation will be of type u→x is just the ratio of its rate to the sum of all
competing rates. In the final equality, time-reversibility refers to a model in which
piuPux(ts) = pixPxu(ts) for all u and x, and that in the case of non-reversibility we
sum over α, the four possible allelic states that could have occupied the most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) of both species while maintaining the constant context
assumption. Also note that in the non time-reversible case, we have assumed that
the branches leading to both species are equal, but this need not be true and
is easily relaxed by conditioning on the two branch lengths. The probability of
correctly identifying the ancestral state of a SNP using outgroup information is
then obtained by substituting equation (1.2) and a similarly derived term into
equation (1.1).
Correcting the SFS: We consider the SFS constructed from a sample of n
chromosomes with orthologous outgroup information. For all pairs of trinucleotides
(generically denoted u and x) that meet the constant context assumption, let
Nux(i) be the number of diallelic sites at which i chromosomes carry allele x,
and the remaining n − i chromosomes as well as the outgroup carry the allele
u. Nux(·) would then be the SFS for the inferred u→x mutations. However,
because of ancestral misidentification, Nux(·) is not necessarily the SFS for all
SNPs of type u→x. We therefore model Nux(i) as a mixture of the number of
true u→x mutations at frequency i whose ancestral states were correctly identified
[an unknown number denoted by Rux(i)] and the number of true x→u mutations
at frequency n − i whose ancestral states were misidentified [another unknown
number, denoted Rxu(n− i)].
The proportion of mutations from u→x whose ancestral states were correctly
identified, fux, can then be written as the relative probability of observing u in the
outgroup and a u→x mutation segregating in the population [similar to equation
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(1.1)]. Namely,
fux =
P (M = u, U = u, S = {u, x} | ts)
P (M = u, U = u, S = {u, x} | ts) + P (M = u, U = x, S = {u, x} | ts) .
(1.3)
The number of u→x mutations at frequency i whose ancestral states were correctly
identified is then fuxRux(i), and the number of x→u mutations at frequency n− i
whose ancestral states were misidentified is then (1− fxu)Rxu(n− i). We can then
write the observed SFS as a function of the true SFS as follows:
Nux(i) = fuxRux(i) + (1− fxu)Rxu(n− i)
Nxu(n− i) = fxuRxu(n− i) + (1− fux)Rux(i). (1.4)
This is a system of two equations with two unknowns [Rux(i) and Rxu(n− i)] that
can readily be solved to give the reconstituted SFS as a function of the observed
quantities
Rux(i) =
fxuNux(i)− (1− fxu)Nxu(n− i)
fux + fxu − 1 (1.5)
Rxu(n− i) = fuxNxu(n− i)− (1− fux)Nux(i)
fux + fxu − 1 . (1.6)
To obtain the ith entry of the corrected SFS, Fc(i), we then sum equations (1.5)
and (1.6) over all pairs of trinucleotides u and x that meet the constant context
assumption
Fc(i) =
∑
(u,x):
u 6=x
Rux(i). (1.7)
There are three steps to implementing this correction:
1. Tally the number of SNPs in each trinucleotide mutation class at each fre-
quency [e.g., NACG→ATG(i) = the number of ACG→ATG SNPs with i chro-
mosomes carrying ATG and NATG→ACG(n− i) = the number of ATG→ACG
SNPs with n− i chromosomes carrying ACG]
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2. Calculate the probabilities of ancestral misidentification from equation 1.3
(e.g., fACG→ATG and fATG→ACG)
3. Plug the results from step 1 and 2 into equations 1.5 and 1.6, and sum across
all pairs of trinucleotides.
1.3.2 Simulations
To test the effect of a context-dependent mutation model with and without natural
selection on our ability to compare closely related sequences, we simulated popu-
lation genetic data with an outgroup. Our simulation program was written in the
C programming language, and can be described as generating two Wright-Fisher
populations with a known divergence time under a context-dependent mutation
process across finitely many sites. The structure of the simulation is as follows: a
single diploid population of constant size Ne is evolved for a large number of gener-
ations (≥ 8Ne) to mix and introduce variation, at which point there is a speciation
event that splits the population into two independent populations of constant size
Ne. After 2Neτ generations (the divergence time), a sample is taken from both
populations. From these samples, several statistics are computed (e.g., Tajima’s
D, Fu and Li’s D, Fay and Wu’s H, etc. as described below).
Each simulated generation consisted of 3 main components: (i) random mat-
ing, whereby the chromosomes of each diploid individual were chosen from two
individuals of the previous generation (with replacement) with probabilities given
by their relative fitness (assuming fitnesses are multiplicative across sites), (ii) mu-
tation, whereby a Poisson number of events occurred with mean θ/2 = 2Neµ (the
population scaled mutation rate per sequence per generation), and (iii) recombi-
nation, whereby a Poisson number of events occurred with mean ρ/2 = 2Ner (the
population scaled recombination rate per sequence per generation).
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Recombination events were distributed uniformly across individuals and sites
(i.e., no hot spots). Mutation events were distributed uniformly among all chro-
mosomes in the population, but sites within chromosomes were chosen according
to each site’s “hit probability” (i.e., the site’s mutation rate relative to the rest
of the sequence). Because the mutation rate at a site is context-dependent, a mu-
tation event at a flanking nucleotide can change a site’s hit probability as well as
the overall mutability of a sequence (though only nominally for sufficiently long se-
quences). After choosing a site to mutate, a new nucleotide was chosen according to
the relative mutation rate from the current state into each of the other three states
(conditional on the flanking nucleotides). If the chosen mutation event resulted
in an amino acid change and a selective effect was desired, then the derived state
was also assigned a fitness coefficient from a specified distribution (e.g., discrete,
Gamma, Normal, or a more complicated mixture model). Should the mutation
event result in the genesis of a stop codon, a different nucleotide was chosen for
this site using the same probabilities as before. Although our algorithm for avoid-
ing stop codons reduces the state space for some mutations, and slightly alters the
resulting stationary trinucleotide frequencies, this does not induce a systematic
bias in terms of polymorphism or divergence since a mutation is still introduced
into the population.
In order to accommodate our assumption of statistical stationarity, we seeded
our founding population with a single sequence drawn from the stationary dis-
tribution induced by the context-dependent mutation model. To obtain such a
sequence, we first determined the stationary distribution of nucleotides for each
context, pi, which is the diagonal of limts→∞ exp(Qts). By construction, each nu-
cleotide context has four entries in pi whose values correspond to the probability
of each nucleotide in the given context. We then initialized each site of a sequence
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to A, C, G, or T randomly, and then updated each site of the sequence by drawing
a new nucleotide from pi corresponding to the site’s current nucleotide context. In
order to avoid problems at the boundary of a sequence, we considered the sequence
to be circular during the updating phase (i.e., the first and last site were consid-
ered to be neighbors). We continued to update the sequence until trinucleotide
frequencies converged to stationarity. Convergence to stationarity was monitored
using the
√
Rˆ statistic (Gelman et al., 2004). Convergence to
√
Rˆ ∈ (.99, 1.01)
for each of the 64 trinucleotide frequencies was ensured for 100 independent chains
after 500 iterations (i.e., 500L nucleotide updates).
Unless otherwise noted, all simulation results discussed were obtained assuming
two diploid populations with effective size of Ne = 250, where n = 50 chromosomes
were sampled from one population and n = 2 chromosomes were sampled from the
outgroup (both without replacement). In agreement with diffusion theory (Sawyer
and Hartl, 1992; Ewens, 2004), neutral coalescent theory (Kingman, 1982; Hudson,
1990), and previous forward simulation studies (McVean and Charlesworth, 2000;
Williamson and Orive, 2002), we found that the actual population size does not
impact our results when the mutation rate, recombination rate, divergence time,
and selection coefficients are scaled by the effective population size (tested using
Ne = 250, 500, 1000, and 5000, results not shown).
Implementation of our forward simulation was done by storing a single con-
sensus sequence for each population, and two Splay trees [efficient self-balancing
binary search trees; Sleator and Tarjan (1985)] for each individual. Each tree kept
track of the mutations that an individual carried on a chromosome (including in-
formation regarding the generation in which they arose, whether or not they were
synonymous, ancestral and derived codons, the states of the flanking nucleotides,
the selective effect, as well as the true ancestral state). An individual inherited an
12
entire tree from each parent, and the consensus sequence was updated after each
fixation event, at which point the reference to that mutation was removed from
the trees of each individual and stored in a separate Splay tree. Such a simulation
allowed us to evaluate the effect of ancestral misidentification directly, since the
true ancestral state of each SNP was known, and we had outgroup information.
In order to evaluate the effect of natural selection, we implemented three “shift
models” of selection. In a shift model, the selection coefficient at a site returns
to zero when a mutation fixes in the population (i.e., fitness is relative). In our
simulations, the population genetic selection coefficient γ = 2Nes was drawn for
each nonsynonymous mutation. The first selective scheme (γ1) is a Normal-shift
model where γ1 ∼ N(0, 2). Normal-shift models are generally considered to rep-
resent positive selection, as a new mutation will increase the individual’s fitness
half of the time, and positively selected mutations are much more likely to be
maintained/fixed in the population (Cutler, 2000). The second selective scheme
(γ2) refers to a gamma-shift model, where all nonsynonymous mutations are dele-
terious with γ2 ∼ −Γ(1, .25) (this is a model of negative selection, where Γ is
the common gamma distribution with mean 4, but reflected across the y-axis).
The third selection scheme (γ3) refers to a mixture of normals model with a point
mass at zero, where most mutations are neutral (54.5% of nonsynonymous muta-
tions have γ3 = 0) or strongly deleterious [45% of nonsynonymous mutations have
γ3 ∼ N(−10, 5)], but a small fraction are strongly advantageous [0.5% of non-
synonymous mutations have γ3 ∼ N(50, 5)]. Note that in each of these models,
synonymous sites are completely neutral (i.e., γsyn = 0).
In order to contrast our simulations under the context-dependent mutation
model with a nucleotide mutation model having no context effects, we simulated
evolution under a generalized Kimura two-parameter model (Kimura, 1980). In
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this model, each nucleotide has its own transition and transversion mutation rates,
but there were no context effects such as the hypermutability of CpG dinucleotides.
The parameters of this model were estimated by Zhang and Gerstein (2003) from
1,726 human ribosomal protein pseudogenes.
We verified the neutral component of our simulation study by comparing the
number of segregating sites, fixed differences, and the SFS to those generated
under the coalescent simulation program ms (Hudson, 2002). In Table 1.1, we
show that the distribution of the observed number of segregating sites and fixed
differences (with short divergence times) in our simulation matched the expected
distribution very closely. However, as the divergence time increases, the number
of unobserved substitutions grows substantially. Because we store information
regarding all mutations during the simulation, we can see that the total number of
substitutions that occurred matches the number we expect to see very closely, but
due to multiple substitutions per site, the observed number of fixed differences is
much less than expected.
Simulations for Poisson Random Field Analysis: A statistical test for
positive selection using the SFS under the Poisson random field (PRF) framework
of Sawyer and Hartl (1992) was recently proposed (Nielsen et al., 2005a). This
test assumes that each nonlethal mutation enters the population and is assigned
to one of three categories: neutral (with population scaled selection coefficient
γ = 2Nes = 0), positively selected (with selection coefficient γ+ > 0), or nega-
tively selected (with selection coefficient γ− < 0) with probabilities p0, p+, and
p− (respectively). A likelihood ratio test (LRT) for positive selection is then per-
formed by constraining the probability that a new mutation is advantageous to be
zero under the null hypothesis (i.e., H0 : p+ = 0 versus H1 : p+ 6= 0).
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Table 1.1: Comparing the Average Number of Segregating Sites and Fixed Differ-
ences When Mutation Rates are Context-Dependent to their Expectations Under
the Coalescent.
τ Lθa
Segregating sites Substitutions
ρb= 0 ρ = 0.01 ρ = 0 ρ = 0.01
10
2.15
totalc 9.40 (4.11) 9.42 (3.42) 20.39 (5.12) 20.30 (4.71)
obs.d 9.36 (4.05) 9.38 (3.41) 18.61 (4.70) 18.50 (4.35)
exp.e 9.62 (4.12) 9.59 (3.66) 20.49 (5.24) 20.45 (4.83)
4.3
total 18.78 (6.80) 18.82 (5.15) 40.89 (8.15) 40.83 (6.69)
obs. 18.71 (6.71) 18.76 (5.13) 37.35 (7.46) 37.33 (6.26)
exp. 19.31 (7.07) 19.26 (5.58) 40.94 (8.32) 41.00 (6.95)
10.75
total 46.86 (14.83) 46.77 (8.44) 102.26 (16.25) 102.25 (10.89)
obs. 46.68 (14.51) 46.60 (8.39) 93.63 (14.71) 93.61 (10.16)
exp. 48.12 (15.25) 48.17 (9.57) 102.43 (16.68) 102.47 (11.23)
50
2.15
total 9.35 (3.98) 9.41 (3.46) 106.38 (10.44) 106.48 (10.46)
obs. 9.33 (3.93) 9.37 (3.44) 82.45 (8.26) 82.40 (8.45)
exp. 9.65 (4.14) 9.63 (3.67) 106.38 (10.62) 106.38 (10.49)
4.3
total 18.68 (6.75) 18.81 (5.14) 212.88 (15.41) 212.78 (14.82)
obs. 18.61 (6.64) 18.73 (5.11) 165.28 (12.31) 165.11 (11.98)
exp. 19.23 (6.95) 19.24 (5.53) 213.00 (15.41) 212.94 (14.80)
10.75
total 46.74 (14.57) 46.93 (8.44) 532.73 (26.45) 531.87 (23.83)
obs. 46.58 (14.28) 46.77 (8.42) 414.42 (20.92) 413.95 (19.07)
exp. 48.20 (15.48) 48.08 (9.55) 532.18 (26.68) 532.41 (23.42)
Note: For all simulations, Ne = 250 and n = 50. Parentheses indicate simulated SD.
aAverage population scaled mutation rate per sequence (2NeµL).
bPopulation scaled recombination rate between adjacent sites.
cIncludes observed and unobserved mutations stored during simulation.
dIncludes only observed mutations.
eDetermined from coalescent simulations of the neutral model (Hudson, 2002).
To evaluate the robustness of this test for positive selection to ancestral misiden-
tification, we simulated 1,000 datasets consisting of 200 independent loci with no
intragenic recombination, each of length 1kb with θ per site = 0.0043 [similar to
the value inferred by Williamson et al. (2005)], and an outgroup with population
scaled divergence time of τ = 10. For each pooled set of 200 loci, we sampled 50
sequences from one population and 2 sequences from the other, then constructed
three SFS: the true SFS (using ancestral information stored during the simula-
tion), the observed SFS (based on polarizing each SNP with homozygous sites in
the outgroup sequence), and the corrected SFS based on applying our correction
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[equation (1.7)] to the observed data. The LRT was then performed for each of
the three SFS for all 1,000 datasets.
1.4 Results
The Effect of Ancestral Misidentification: Using forward simulations with a
context-dependent mutation process, we compared the effect of ancestral misiden-
tification on the SFS under neutrality to the effect of recurrent positive selection.
Figure 1.2 shows that while the expected frequency distribution of neutral muta-
tions (solid black line) differs from the frequency distribution of mutations with
recurrent positive selection (solid grey line), ancestral misidentification can cause
the frequency distribution of neutral mutations (dashed black line) to look sub-
stantially like positive selection. This qualitative similarity suggests that complex
mutation patterns across sequences of finite length can compromise statistical tests
of the standard neutral model, even when comparing species as closely related as
human and chimpanzee.
Some of the most common methods for identifying departures from the stan-
dard neutral model (SNM) are based on comparing summary statistics of the SFS
(Tajima, 1989; Fu and Li, 1993; Fay and Wu, 2000). Among the most common
summaries are those that use the SFS to estimate the population scaled muta-
tion rate, θ. One of the first estimates of θ was proposed by Watterson (1975),
and uses the total number of segregating sites (θW ). Another common estimate is
based on the average pairwise heterozygosity [θpi; Tajima (1983)]. Under the as-
sumptions of the SNM, these two estimates of θ are unbiased, however, departures
from the SNM will affect these two estimates differently. Tajima (1989) capital-
ized on this characteristic and proposed a statistical test for the equality of θW
and θpi, and defined the test statistic D. However, since neither θW nor θpi require
16
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Figure 1.2: Simulation results showing the effect of ancestral misidentification on
the SFS with and without rampant positive selection (grey and black, respectively)
when using an outgroup as diverged as human-chimpanzee. Solid lines show the
SFS when the ancestry for each SNP is known, dashed lines show the SFS when
the ancestry for each SNP is inferred from the outgroup, and dotted lines show
the result of correcting the observed data for ancestral misidentification. Each
curve shows the average over 5,000 simulations, with an average population scaled
mutation rate θ = 0.0043 per site across sequences of length 1kb. In the case of
positive selection all synonymous mutations are neutral (γ = 2Nes = 0) and all
nonsynonymous mutations are positively selected (γ = 5).
ancestral information (i.e., both can be written as a function of the folded SFS),
ancestral misidentification has no effect on Tajima’s D. Indeed, the distribution
of the D statistic for 5,000 forward simulations with ancestral misidentification
significantly overlaps the distribution of D from 20,000 coalescent simulations for
a range of parameters [MWU (Mann-Whitney U test) P = 0.35, 0.24, 0.39 for
θ = 2.15, 4.3, 10.75, respectively].
The second test statistic we considered was the statistic proposed by Fu and
Li (1993) that uses outgroup information (denoted here as Dfl). The motivation
for this test was based on the notion that purifying selection or a recent selective
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Figure 1.3: The effect of ancestral misidentification on statistical tests of the stan-
dard neutral model (SNM). The proportion of simulations resulting in (a) a Fu
and Li (1993) D statistic (denoted Dfl) greater than the 0.95 critical value, (b) a
Fay and Wu (2000) H statistic below the 0.05 critical value, and (c) a PRF-test
for positive selection rejecting neutrality at the 5% level for the true, observed,
and corrected data. For (a-b), the horizontal axis represents the average mutation
rate across the simulated sequences with τ the population scaled divergence time
and ρ the average per site recombination rate, and critical values determined using
20,000 coalescent simulations.
sweep would lead to a relative excess of young/rare mutations in the population,
while balancing selection would lead to a relative deficiency. To capture this effect,
Dfl statistically tests for the equality of θW and θ1 (the estimate of θ based on
the number of mutations that are carried by only a single chromosome in the
sample). However, one of the effects of ancestral misidentification is that some
rare mutations are mislabeled as being at high frequency. This causes Fu and Li’s
test to reject the SNM more frequently than expected at the 5% level due to a
deficiency of rare mutants [i.e., an excess of observations greater than the 95%
critical value, shown in Figure 1.3(a)], especially when divergence times are long.
The third test statistic that we consider is Fay and Wu’s H (Fay and Wu,
2000). This test was motivated by the desire to identify regions that may have
been the target of a recent selective sweep. One characteristic of a selective sweep
in a recombining locus is that some neutral alleles will have hitchhiked to very
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high frequency in the population. To identify regions with an overrepresentation
of high frequency mutants, H statistically tests for the equality of θpi and θH
[the estimate of θ based on the homozygosity of derived mutations; Fu (1995)].
However, one of the primary effects of ancestral misidentification is to increase
the inferred proportion of derived mutations at very high frequency. As with the
test of Fu and Li, ancestral misidentification can cause the H statistic to reject
the SNM more often than expected at the 5% level [but due to an excess of large
negative values that are below the 5% critical value, shown in Figure 1.3(b) and
Baudry and Depaulis (2003)], especially when divergence times are long. Figure
1.3(b) also shows that ancestral misidentification has a larger impact on H in
the presence of high recombination. This unintuitive result can be explained by
Figure 1.4, which shows that while the mean value of H does not differ between
R = 0 and R = 25 (Figures 1.4a versus 1.4b), the variance of H is much larger
in the absence of recombination (indicated by comparing the 0.05 critical values).
Figure 1.4(c) shows the effect of ancestral misidentification on H by plotting the
value of H when all ancestral states are inferred from the outgroup minus the value
of H when all ancestral states are known. These distributions overlap considerably
(MWU P = 0.167), indicating that the effect of ancestral misidentification on H
is independent of the recombination rate.
Correcting the SFS: To account for ancestral misidentification in the pres-
ence of context-dependent mutation rate variation, we model each component of
the SFS as a mixture of SNPs whose ancestral states were correctly identified and
SNPs whose ancestral states were misidentified (two unknown quantities; see Ma-
terials and Methods). In our model, the mixture components account for variation
in substitution probabilities, stationary frequencies, and relative rates of mutation
for each type of polymorphism in a given nucleotide context. The resulting model
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Figure 1.4: The distribution of the Fay and Wu (2000) H statistic for the average
per sequence population scaled recombination rate R = 0 (a) and R = 25 (b) with
the vertical lines indicating the 0.05 critical value obtained from 20,000 coalescent
simulations (Hudson, 2002). (c) The distribution of the “difference” between H
when the ancestral state of each polymorphism is inferred from the outgroup and
H when the ancestral state is known (i.e., saved during the simulation). Each
curve represents 5,000 simulations of a sequence of length 2.5kb under the context-
dependent mutation model discussed in the text with an average population scaled
mutation rate per locus θ = 4Neµ = 10.75.
is a linear system of equations with unknown quantities that can readily be solved
to reconstitute the true SFS.
Figure 1.2 shows examples of simulated SFS with and without positive natural
selection (in gray and black, respectively). The solid lines show the SFS when the
ancestral state is known [or the expected SFS in the case of neutrality; Watterson
(1975); Fu (1995)]. The dashed lines show the SFS when the ancestral state of
each SNP is identified using an outgroup with divergence similar to human and
chimpanzee. The dotted lines show the SFS after correcting for ancestral misiden-
tification. If the correction were perfect, then the dotted lines would be directly
on top of the solid lines. This is nearly the case for our neutral simulations, but
a slight deviation remains in the case of positive selection. However, this result is
promising, given that our correction does not explicitly model the effect of natural
selection.
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For a range of mutation, selection, and divergence parameters, 5,000 polymor-
phism datasets were simulated with an outgroup. In each dataset, the ancestral
state of each SNP was identified using the outgroup, and the average proportion
of SNPs whose ancestral states were misidentified was calculated (Figure 1.5).
We then applied our correction to the observed data using both the observed di-
vergence and the true divergence (measured in terms of the average number of
substitutions per site), and calculated the number of SNPs whose ancestral states
were still misidentified (Figure 1.5). Though our correction can eliminate a ma-
jority of the ancestral misidentification events for all the parameters tested (with
and without selection), underestimating the level of divergence can have a strong
impact (particularly for highly diverged outgroups). In our simulations of selection
(Figures 1.2 and 1.5c-d), our correction tends to underestimate the effect of ances-
tral misidentification. This is primarily because selection provides an unaccounted
for source of variance in the substitution probabilities across sites.
We determined the extent to which ancestral misidentification can produce
statistical evidence for positive selection using a recently proposed statistical test
based on the Poisson random field (Nielsen et al., 2005a). This test assumes that
each nonlethal mutation enters the population and is assigned to one of three cate-
gories: neutral, positively selected, or negatively selected with probabilities p0, p+,
and p− (respectively). We found that the LRT based on the PRF framework is not
robust to ancestral misidentification, but the false-positive rate can be controlled
by correcting for ancestral misidentification. As shown in Figure 1.3(c), the LRT
for the true SFS (based on saving the ancestral state of each polymorphism during
the simulation) was conservative at the 5% level, rejecting H0 only 2.4% of the
time. Applying the LRT to the uncorrected (observed) SFS resulted in rejecting
H0 60.7% of the time at the 5% critical value. After performing the correction
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Figure 1.5: Simulation results showing the proportion of SNPs whose ancestral
states have been misidentified for each value of the average population scaled mu-
tation rate per site θ (a-b) or selection scheme (c-d). Each bar represents the
average over 5,000 simulations. “Uncorrected” refers to inferring the ancestral
state of each SNP using an outgroup sequence with population scaled divergence
time τ = 10 (a and c, representing human-chimpanzee divergence) or τ = 50
(b and d, representing human-macaque divergence), and “corrected” refers to the
data after performing our proposed correction with either the observed number of
substitutions per site or the true number of substitutions per site (as determined
by saving information during the simulation). Simulations with selection (c-d)
were performed with θ = 0.0043 per site and no intergenic recombination.
proposed in equation (1.7) using the observed divergence, the LRT rejected H0
4.6% of the time at the 5% critical value.
An alternative approach to dealing with ancestral misidentification might be
to restrict the analysis to the subset of SNPs that have outgroup support from
multiple species (e.g., the SNPs that have an allele matching both chimpanzee and
rhesus macaque). To evaluate this strategy, we used a non-coding data set from the
African American population [described by Hernandez et al. (2007c)]. Orthologous
regions were identified in both chimpanzee and macaque using BLAT (Kent, 2002).
As shown in Figure 1.7, using macaque as an outgroup to identify the ancestral
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Figure 1.6: The proportion of substitutions that are unobserved as a function of
the observed number of substitutions per site (τs) for the two mutation models
discussed in the text.
states of human SNPs would lead to a very large excess of high frequency derived
mutations (a result of ∼6% divergence over 25 million years). Using chimpanzee
alone results in a lower proportion of high frequency derived mutations, but still an
excess. Requiring the chimpanzee allele to match the macaque allele at each human
SNP reduces the proportion of high-frequency derived mutations further, but there
is still a slight excess. The excess high frequency tail completely vanishes when we
apply the correction proposed above. It is also important to note that while the
ancestral state of 10,179 SNPs could be identified using the chimpanzee, requiring
the chimpanzee to equal the macaque results in just 7,082 SNPs (a reduction of
30%). However, by using the correction proposed in this paper when inferring
ancestral states using chimpanzee, only 404 SNPs (3.96%) must be removed from
the analysis (due to violations of the constant-context assumption).
To see the effect that the various strategies for identifying ancestral states
of SNPs would have on population genetic analyses, we asked whether the SFS
produced from each strategy could be explained by a simple demographic history
with no selection. We used the method developed by Williamson et al. (2005),
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Figure 1.7: The SFS using four strategies to identify the ancestral states of each
SNP for the observed data set. The solid gray (dashed black) line shows the result
of using the rhesus macaque (chimpanzee) genome, the dashed gray line shows the
subset of SNPs that have an allele matching both chimpanzee and rhesus macaque
(ch=rm), and the solid black line shows the result of applying our correction to
the observed data using only the chimpanzee outgroup. The legend indicates the
resulting number of SNPs (S) for each strategy.
which fits a two-epoch demographic model to the SFS in the absence of selection.
The model assumes that at some time τ in the past (scaled in terms of the current
effective population size), the effective population size instantaneously changed
from NA to NC (i.e., from the ancestral to the current population size, with ω =
NA/NC the magnitude of the change). We then performed a goodness-of-fit test,
to see whether the inferred demographic model could sufficiently explain the data.
Using the chimpanzee alone, we inferred τ = 0.11 and ω = 0.49 (that is, there
was a two-fold population size increase). However, this simple demographic model
cannot fully explain the data (as suggested by a goodness-of-fit P = 1.1×10−16,
with twice the difference in log-likelihods Λ = 92.9 on eight degrees of freedom).
Using both outgroups, we infer a slightly older and stronger demographic event,
with τ = 0.14 and ω = 0.42. However, a goodness-of-fit test still rejects this model
as a sufficient explanation for the data (P = 2.6×10−8, with Λ = 51.0). When we
apply our correction to the data using chimpanzee as the only outgroup, we find the
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demographic event was older than either of the other methods, and intermediate in
strength, with τ = 0.19 and ω = 0.47. Importantly, a goodness-of-fit test on this
data cannot reject the simple two-epoch demographic model (P = 0.35, Λ = 8.9).
1.5 Discussion
Ancestral misidentification of a SNP occurs when the ancestral state is not the
allele observed at the orthologous site in the outgroup. Because most derived
mutations tend to be rare (Watterson, 1975; Fu, 1995), ancestral misidentifica-
tion most often leads to mislabeling low frequency derived mutations as very high
frequency ones when constructing the site-frequency spectrum (SFS) using an out-
group. This results in an increase in the proportion of SNPs found at very high
frequency, a pattern similar to positive selection. We have shown that ancestral
misidentification causes many statistical tests to reject selective neutrality more
frequently than expected.
Ignoring outgroup information and using the frequency distribution of minor
alleles (the folded SFS) leads to a lack of power for some statistical tests (Bus-
tamante et al., 2001). Moreover, the inclusion of another outgroup that is more
diverged seems to cause a large fraction of the data (30%) to be removed while
not significantly reducing the problem. We therefore propose a correction for the
effect of ancestral misidentification on the SFS that takes advantage of our growing
knowledge regarding the underlying neutral mutation process. The novelty of this
method is in our use of a finite sites model for between species divergence, while
maintaining an infinite sites model for within species polymorphism in the con-
text of a realistic mutational process. Our technique is independent of population
demography and ambivalent regarding the presence/absence of natural selection.
Though it has long been suggested that frequency information is informative about
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the ancestral state of a polymorphism (Watterson and Guess, 1977; Griffiths and
Tavare´, 1998), we have modeled ancestral misidentification strictly as a function
of the mutational process for the sake of being robust to unknown demographic
histories, and to make inference regarding natural selection (or the distribution
thereof) more conservative.
Our analysis shows that ancestral misidentification occurs frequently between
human and chimpanzee, and we argue that this is primarily due to the fact that
neutral mutation rates can vary both across sites as well as over time. An effect
of ancestral misidentification could also be caused by sequencing errors in the out-
group. However, if this were the sole cause of the observed excess high frequency
derived SNPs, then we would not expect to see a more dramatic effect when an-
cestral states were determined using rhesus instead of chimpanzee (Figure 1.7).
Moreover, it may be the case that no species pair exists such that one can reliably
polarize polymorphism data. For species more closely related than human and
chimpanzee, further complications may arise due to lineage sorting and shared
polymorphisms. It is therefore necessary to consider probabilistic models that
can account for ancestral misidentification. However, our approach makes several
simplifying assumptions that may be violated in some situations. For example,
we assume that the flanking nucleotides of each polymorphism are constant be-
tween species, which may not always be the case. Using the polymorphism dataset
consisting of 11,626 genes from 39 humans and a chimpanzee presented in Busta-
mante et al. (2005), we estimated that roughly 2.6% of SNPs in the coding regions
of the human genome violate this constant context assumption (1.2% due to adja-
cent fixed differences and 1.4% due to adjacent SNPs). In the current non-coding
dataset, 5.1% of SNPs were in violation of the constant context assumption (1.9%
due to adjacent fixed differences and 3.2% due to adjacent polymorphisms). How-
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ever, the inclusion and exclusion of polymorphic sites in violation of the constant
context assumption has no effect on the qualitative results presented here.
The model presented here also assumes that all SNPs are independent, an
assumption that is clearly not true for many SNPs occurring within the same
gene. However, the effect of this assumption is minimized when pooling SNPs
from across the genome. Moreover, because mutation rates and patterns are not
necessarily constant across different regions of the genome (e.g., it is unknown
whether different isochores are following different mutational patterns), it is of
interest to develop new techniques that will allow us to estimate context-dependent
effects and account for ancestral misidentification on a local scale.
The effect we have observed will likely hold for any species pair in which there
is sufficient mutation rate variation. In mammals, context-dependence contributes
significantly to the amount of mutation rate variation. However, in some species,
such as Drosophila, context-dependence has not been found (Andolfatto, 2005). In
these species, other sources of mutation rate variation must be accounted for.
Though the context-dependent mutation pattern we have conditioned on may
not be constant across all sequences, and though there may be other sources of
mutation rate variation in addition to context-dependence, our analysis and sim-
ulations suggest a consistent pattern: without taking ancestral misidentification
into account during the analysis of human polymorphism data, spurious signs of
positive selection will be observed.
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CHAPTER 2
CONTEXT-DEPENDENT MUTATION RATES MAY CAUSE
SPURIOUS SIGNATURES OF A FIXATION BIAS FAVORING
HIGHER GC-CONTENT IN HUMANS∗
∗Originally published as: Hernandez, R. D., S. H. Williamson, L. Zhu, and C. D. Busta-
mante (2007). Context dependent mutation rates may cause spurious signatures of a fixation
bias favoring higher gc-content in humans. Mol Biol Evol, 24(10):2196–2202, doi: 10.1093/mol-
bev/msm149.
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2.1 Abstract
Understanding the proximate and ultimate causes underlying the evolution of nu-
cleotide composition in mammalian genomes is of fundamental interest to the study
of molecular evolution. Comparative genomics studies have revealed that many
more substitutions occur from G and C nucleotides to A and T nucleotides than
the reverse, suggesting that mammalian genomes are not at equilibrium for base
composition. Analysis of human polymorphism data suggests that mutations that
increase GC-content tend to be at much higher frequencies than those that decrease
or preserve GC-content when the ancestral allele is inferred via parsimony using
the chimpanzee genome. These observations have been interpreted as evidence
for a fixation bias in favor of G and C alleles due either to positive natural selec-
tion or biased gene conversion. Here, we test the robustness of this interpretation
to violation of the parsimony assumption using a data set of 21,488 non-coding
SNPs discovered by the NIEHS SNPs project via direct resequencing of n = 95
individuals. Applying standard non-parametric and parametric population genetic
approaches we replicate the signatures of a fixation bias in favor of G and C al-
leles when the ancestral base is assumed to be the base found in the chimpanzee
outgroup. However, upon taking into account the probability of misidentifying
the ancestral state of each SNP using a context dependent mutation model, the
corrected distribution of SNP frequencies for for GC-content increasing SNPs are
nearly indistinguishable from the patterns observed for other types of mutations,
suggesting that the signature of fixation bias is a spurious artifact of the parsimony
assumption.
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2.2 Introduction
Thirty years ago, mammalian genomes were first described as mosaics of isochores
or long stretches of DNA with relatively homogeneous base composition (Macaya
et al., 1976; Thiery et al., 1976). Regional variation in base composition is known
to correlate with several complex biological processes. For example, regions with
an excess of guanine and cytosine nucleotides (GC-rich regions) have been shown
to have a lower density of LINE repeat elements (yet a higher density of Alu
repeats), and higher levels of methylation, recombination, and gene density (Duret
et al., 1995; Eyre-Walker, 1993; Fullerton et al., 2001; Jabbari and Bernardi, 1998;
Lander et al., 2001; Mouchiroud et al., 1991; Smit, 1999). Isochores appear to have
entered vertebrate genomes ∼310–350 million years ago (Bernardi et al., 1997), but
there is still considerable debate regarding their formation and which evolutionary
forces are acting to maintain them (Bernardi, 2000; Fryxell and Zuckerkandl, 2000;
Meunier and Duret, 2004).
Comparative and population genomic data suggests that mammalian genomes
may not be at compositional equilibrium, and predict that GC-rich isochores are
being degraded by mutation (Galtier and Gouy, 1998; Arndt et al., 2003; Belle
et al., 2004; Meunier and Duret, 2004). Likewise, several studies have analyzed
human polymorphism data, and found evidence for a fixation bias in favor of
mutations that increase GC-content [i.e., from A or T to G or C, denoted AT→GC;
Eyre-Walker (1999); Webster et al. (2003)]. Such a fixation bias could be caused by
either natural selection or biased gene conversion (i.e., when nucleotide mismatches
formed from the hybridization of two DNA strands during meiosis is repaired
asymmetrically). Thus the prevailing view is that mutation biases or compositional
disequilibrium tend to erode GC-content and biased fixation rates tend to increase
it.
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A powerful approach for detecting a fixation bias is the analysis of the fre-
quency distribution of SNPs (i.e., the “unfolded” site frequency spectrum, or SFS)
(Akashi, 1999; Bustamante et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2005b). Several studies
have utilized such tools with a variety of models and data summaries to suggest
the presence of an AT→GC fixation bias in the human genome, especially in re-
gions of high GC-content (Duret et al., 2002; Lercher et al., 2002; Webster and
Smith, 2004), with similar patterns observed in the proximal regions of recombi-
nation hotspots (Spencer, 2006; Spencer et al., 2006). Many of these tests rely on
using a parsimony assumption and outgroup sequence data to distinguish ancestral
from derived alleles (i.e., the segregating allele matching the outgroup allele is as-
sumed to be ancestral), though Lercher et al. (2002) did not use an outgroup and
Webster and Smith (2004) developed a weighted parsimony technique (discussed
below).
In a companion article (Hernandez et al., 2007b), we present a flexible method
for relaxing the parsimony assumption by using a context-dependent mutation
model which includes features such as elevated mutation rates at CpG dinu-
cleotides, increased propensity for transitional versus transversional mutations, as
well as other directional and contextual mutation biases inferred along the human
lineage by Hwang and Green (2004). We found that even for species as closely
related as human and chimpanzee, enough unobserved nucleotide substitutions
could have occurred to make some population genetic analyses spuriously reject
neutrality. The spurious signal of selection is due to misidentifying the ancestral
state of some SNPs via the parsimony assumption. Since most derived mutations
tend to be rare, ancestral misidentification will most often lead to mislabeling low
frequency variants as extremely high frequency mutations (a characteristic that
would be consistent with a fixation bias).
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Because the mutation rate from GC→AT tends to be approximately two-fold
higher than the reverse (Hwang and Green, 2004), if an AT→GC substitution
should occur during the divergence of two species, the site-specific mutation rate
would immediately increase ∼two-fold, thereby doubling the relative probability
of another mutation at this site on the same lineage. Should a polymorphism arise
at such a site, an allele that matches the outgroup would be due to homoplasy, and
not indicative of ancestry. A further complicating factor in the analysis of the SFS
is that historical demographic effects can have a large impact on the underlying
frequency distribution of derived mutations (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991; Nielsen,
2001). Without explicitly accounting for such demographic forces, population ge-
netic tests of the SFS can either lead to a false rejection of selective neutrality or
to a poor fitting model.
Here, we use two approaches to test the fixation bias hypothesis using a large
non-coding human polymorphism data set with and without correcting for ances-
tral misidentification. We find that when ancestral misidentification is not taken
into account, neutral population genetic models tend to fit the data very poorly
and suggest strong evidence for non-neutral processes acting on GC-content in the
human genome. After correcting for ancestral misidentification using the method
of Hernandez et al. (2007b), we find much of the statistical evidence for a fixation
bias favoring G and C alleles from SNP data goes away, suggesting that the result
is an artifact of ancestral misidentification.
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2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Data
The data used in this study were retrieved from the NIEHS Environmental Genome
Project website (http://egp.gs.washington.edu). Our final dataset represents
a collection of SNPs obtained through direct sequencing of 161 genes (along with
flanking and intronic regions) in a sample of 95 individuals (190 chromosomes) from
5 worldwide populations (panel 2): 15 African American, 12 African (Yoruba), 22
European, 22 Hispanic, and 24 Asian individuals (Livingston et al., 2004). Six-
teen genes had less than 1kb of non-coding sequence, and were removed from the
analysis (a list of genes used can be obtained from the corresponding author). Or-
thologous chimpanzee sequences were obtained using BLAT (Kent, 2002) on build
1 of the chimpanzee genome (Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium,
2005). To maximize the outgroup coverage of our human sequence data, we di-
vided long sequences into segments of length 25 kb with 2 kb of overlap. We then
used BLAT on each segment against the chimpanzee genome. This resulted in 83%
of human nucleotide bases having outgroup information. The non-coding portion
of the dataset spans 7.5 Mb, and includes 21,488 SNPs. Some SNPs were removed
from the analysis because they had missing outgroup/context information (1,901),
they were adjacent to another SNP (678), they were in violation of the constant
context assumption (646), or the chimpanzee allele did not match one of the seg-
regating alleles (163). Our final non-coding dataset includes 16,866 SNPS from
flanking, untranslated (UTR), and intronic regions.
Our analysis is based primarily on the frequency distribution of derived muta-
tions at all observed SNPs (i.e., the site-frequency spectrum, or SFS). The SFS
is a random vector that represents the number of SNPs whose derived allele is
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observed at each frequency in our sample of chromosomes. Missing sequence data
from some chromosomes can cause SNPs to have a sample size smaller than the
total set of 190 chromosomes. Rather than discard all such SNPs, we only removed
SNPs that had a sample size less than 40 (four SNPs), and performed our analysis
on the expected SFS in a subsample of size 40 chromosomes (Marth et al., 2004;
Nielsen et al., 2004).
Below we describe a population genetic model to infer the parameters of a
demographic model that allows for a fixation bias favoring GC-content. Because
our demographic model cannot accommodate the complex dynamics of the full
dataset, only the results of analyzing the African-American and Yoruban popula-
tions will be reported (though not shown, the model fits the other populations very
poorly). To accommodate the missing data in the African American and Yoruban
populations, both were analyzed using the expected SFS in a subsample of size 12
chromosomes (as above).
2.3.2 Testing the Significance of a Fixation Bias Favoring
GC-Content
Our interest is in identifying whether or not natural selection or biased gene con-
version has been acting on GC-content in the human genome. To do so, we ana-
lyzed the dataset pooled across populations using two non-parametric tests: the
Mann-Whitney U test, or MWU, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, or KS. We
also analyzed the African-American and Yoruban populations individually using
a population genetic model of demography and selection. We performed all tests
before and after correcting for the probability of misidentifying the ancestral state
of each SNP [as discussed by Hernandez et al. (2007b)].
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Because recent demographic effects can confound inference of fixation biases us-
ing the SFS, applying population genetic techniques to infer the presence/strength
of a fixation bias without taking into account the effect of demography may lead to
highly biased results (Williamson et al., 2005; Nielsen, 2001). We therefore adapted
a recently proposed method for simultaneously inferring the demographic history of
a population and the strength of a fixation bias for the analysis of both the African
American and Yoruban populations (Williamson et al., 2005). In its original form,
the method pooled synonymous and non-coding SNPs (i.e., the putatively neutral,
or class 1 SNPs) to estimate the time back to a population size change event (tdem)
which had magnitude ω = Na/Nc (the ratio of the ancestral to current popula-
tion sizes). Then, the strength of selection acting on nonsynonymous SNPs (i.e.,
class 2) was inferred conditional on the non-stationary demographic model from
synonymous and non-coding SNPs.
We consider four models of the SFS. The first model (MSNM) represents the
standard neutral model (SNM), and has zero free parameters. The second model
(Mdem) represents a neutral demographic model, and has two free parameters (tdem
and ω). The third model (Mfix) assumes that the size of the population changed at
some time tdem in the past with magnitude ω, and that all mutations are selectively
neutral except for some proportion of AT→GC mutations (piγ), which experience a
common fixation bias denoted γ (a total of four free parameters). In this model, we
consider the potential fixation bias favoring AT→GC mutations to be analogous
to the population scaled selective effect of a new mutation as in previous studies
(Duret et al., 2002; Lercher et al., 2002; Webster and Smith, 2004), which could
either be due to natural selection or biased gene conversion.
Model Mfix is a modification of Williamson et al. (2005), which allows only a
proportion (piγ) of non-lethal mutations to be subject to a fixation bias. Allowing
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only a proportion of AT→GC mutations to be subject to the fixation bias enables
us to identify the effect even if it is restricted to small regions of the genome
[e.g., regions of high GC-content (Duret et al., 2002; Lercher et al., 2002) or near
recombination hotspots (Spencer, 2006; Spencer et al., 2006)]. To write down
the likelihood function for the new model, we updated the distribution of allele
frequencies for the AT→GC mutations [f2(·) in the notation of Williamson et al.
(2005)]. In our model, we assume that the fixation bias parameter of a non-lethal
AT→GC mutation is either neutral (i.e., γ = 0) or non-neutral (i.e., γ 6= 0), with
probabilities 1-piγ and piγ (respectively), and that all other types of mutations drift
neutrally (i.e., in the absence of a fixation bias, γ = 0). This implies that the
fixation bias of non-lethal AT→GC mutations come from a mixture distribution,
which can readily be incorporated into the new distribution of allele frequencies,
φ(x | γ, piγ, tdem, ω). Namely,
φ(x | γ, piγ, tdem, ω) = piγf2(x | γ, tdem, ω) + (1− piγ)f2(x | 0, tdem, ω), (2.1)
where f2(x | γ, tdem, ω) derives from the numerical solution to the allele frequency
distribution of a mutation with a fixation bias of strength γ in a non-stationary
population found by Williamson et al. (2005). The probability of observing an
AT→GC mutation at frequency i is P (i | γ, piγ, tdem, ω), which can be found by
substituting our equation (2.1) into equation [9] of Williamson et al. (2005). Since
we assume that all mutations that are not from AT→GC drift neutrally, the prob-
ability of observing a non-AT→GC mutation at frequency i is P (i | 0, 0, tdem, ω),
which is equivalent to equation [6] of Williamson et al. (2005). The likelihood
function for this model, Lfix(γ, piγ, tdem, ω), is then written as
Lfix(γ, piγ, tdem, ω) =
n−1∏
i=1
P (i | γ, piγ, tdem, ω)KAT→GC(i)
n−1∏
i=1
P (i | 0, 0, tdem, ω)Kother(i),(2.2)
where KAT→GC(i) is the number of SNPs from AT→GC at frequency i, and
Kother(i) is the number of SNPs at frequency i that either preserve or decrease
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GC-content. Note that we did not implement the probability of ancestral misiden-
tification used in Williamson et al. (2005) for any of our likelihood calculations,
and that the log-likelihood of this model is denoted Lfix = log(Lfix). For infer-
ence, we optimize Lfix across all four parameters simultaneously, as compared
to Williamson et al. (2005), which inferred the selective effect conditional on the
inferred demographic history.
The fourth model (Mmult) is a multinomial model, where the probability of
observing a SNP of a given mutation class (i.e., AT→GC or other) at frequency i
is given by the observed proportion of SNPs in that mutation class at frequency i.
This is the most general model, and has 2(n− 2) free parameters.
Our test for a fixation bias favoring GC-content involves four likelihood ratio
tests (LRTs). The first test compares model MSNM to model Mdem. If the log-
likelihood of Mdem (denoted Ldem) is significantly larger than LSNM, we reject
MSNM in favor of the neutral demographic model. Our second test compares the
log-likelihood of the neutral demographic model (Ldem) to the log-likelihood of the
demographic model with a fixation bias favoring AT→GC mutations (Lfix). If Lfix
is significantly larger than Ldem, we reject the neutral demographic hypothesis in
favor of the model with a fixation bias favoring AT→GC mutations. Finally, we
perform a goodness of fit test on both Mdem and Mfix by comparing Ldem and Lfix
to Lmult (the log-likelihood of model Mmult). Note that a p-value larger than 0.05
for a goodness of fit test indicates that the model under consideration sufficiently
explains the data.
For all likelihood ratio test, p-values were estimated from 2,000 coalescent sim-
ulations of the LRT statistic. In order for our simulations to mimic the true data
as much as possible, we accounted for the inferred demographic history of each
population, linkage among sites, mutation rate variation, and the distribution of
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missing data that we observed. We first estimated the demographic parameters for
each population independently (using model Mdem). To estimate the population
scaled recombination rate (R), we applied a novel approach proposed by Zhu, Feng
and Bustamante (in review). This method uses the variances and co-variances of
unphased SNPs at different frequencies to predict the local recombination rate by
multiple linear regression and non-parametric bootstrap resampling. For the data
in this paper, we first fit the regression model by simulating 1,000 replicate datasets
under the inferred demographic model for each gene region in each population us-
ing the coalescent with R in the range {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 1000}. Each
replicate has the same number of sequences (n) and segregating sites (S) as in the
observed data. We estimate the variances of the site-frequencies for each repli-
cate by non-parametric bootstrapping and use the mean of the variances over 1000
replicates to fit the best linear regression on R. R-squares of the linear models are
all above 90%. We then bootstrap to estimate the variances of the site-frequencies
for the observed gene region and use the linear relationship between the log of the
variances and log R to predict the local recombination rate for each gene region.
For gene regions with less than ten SNPs, the recombination rate was assumed to
be zero.Our estimate of the mutation rate for each gene region (independent for
each population) was based on the observed number of segregating sites and the
inferred demographic history.
After generating 2,000 coalescent simulations for each gene region in each pop-
ulation, we randomly assigned some SNPs to be of type AT→GC based on the
proportion of SNPs that were observed to be of that type in our data. To account
for the observed pattern of missing data, each simulated SNP was assigned to a
new sample size according to the proportion of SNPs observed at each sample size.
The frequency of the derived state in the reduced sample size follows a hyperge-
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ometric distribution. That is, if the frequency of the derived state of a SNP was
i in the original sample size of n chromosomes, then the probability that j copies
(j≤i) were observed in the reduced sample of size n′ chromosomes was (
i
j)(
n−i
n′−j)
(nn′)
.
After generating the missing data for each of the coalescent simulations, we
generated the expected SFS in a subsample of size 12 chromosomes using the same
technique as in the observed data. Finally, we performed the LRTs described above
on each coalescent simulation to approximate the distribution of the LRT statistic,
from which we obtained our p-values.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Under the assumption of parsimony, we identified the ancestral state of each SNP
in our non-coding dataset using the chimpanzee genome (see section Data). We
refer to this dataset as the uncorrected dataset. Shown in Figure 2.1(a) are the
normalized SFS for SNPs that decrease GC-content (i.e., GC→AT), increase GC-
content (i.e., AT→GC), and preserve GC-content (i.e., other) for the uncorrected
dataset (pooled into bins of size 3). We found that while there is no statistical
evidence that the frequency distribution of GC→AT mutations differs from GC-
content preserving mutations (p-value=0.788 MWU; p-value>0.99 KS), the SFS
for AT→GC mutations is significantly different from both GC→AT mutations
(p-value=2.04×10−07 MWU; p-value=0.0004 KS) and GC-content preserving mu-
tations (p-value = 6.36×10−05 MWU; p-value = 0.0100 KS).
However, since the uncorrected SFS were generated using orthologous chim-
panzee sequences, ancestral misidentification of some SNPs could have occurred.
We applied a correction for ancestral misidentification (Hernandez et al., 2007b)
using the observed non-coding divergence of 0.012 substitutions per site. Fig-
ure 2.1(b) shows the corrected SFS for the three classes of mutations discussed
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Figure 2.1: SFS for SNPs that decrease GC-content (i.e., GC→AT), increase GC-
content (i.e., AT→GC), and preserve GC-content (i.e., other, referring to A↔T
or G↔C) in the non-coding data discussed in the text before (a) and after (b)
correcting for ancestral misidentification using the observed non-coding divergence
of 0.012 substitutions per site between human and chimpanzee (pooled into fre-
quency bins of size three for visualization purposes only). In parentheses are the
number of SNPs in each category (S).
above, and Table 2.1 shows the average frequency of a derived mutation before
and after correcting for ancestral misidentification. We found that there was a net
change in the classification of 197 SNPs initially observed to increase GC-content
(≈3.3%). These SNPs may actually have been GC-content decreasing SNPs, but
due to ancestral misidentification, the orientation was swapped. After correcting
for ancestral misidentification, we find no statistical evidence suggesting that the
SFS for AT→GC SNPs differ from either GC→AT SNPs (p-value=0.0967 MWU;
p-value=0.3260 KS) or GC-content preserving SNPs (p-value=0.5541 MWU; p-
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Table 2.1: Average frequencies of putatively derived mutations.
AT→GC GC→AT
pop. unc. cor. unc. cor.
All 0.244 0.207 0.211 0.200
Af. Am. 0.291 0.263 0.272 0.262
Yor. 0.301 0.272 0.265 0.256
value>0.99 KS). This suggests that ancestral misidentification is an alternative
explanation for the observed deviation of AT→GC polymorphisms from other types
of polymorphisms.
Previous studies have fit population genetic models to observed SFS to assess
the statistical evidence for positive selection (or biased gene conversion) acting
on GC-content in the human genome using a chimpanzee outgroup [Duret et al.
(2002) and Webster and Smith (2004); Lercher et al. (2002) also fit a population
genetic model to a variant of the SFS that does not use an outgroup]. However,
these studies have not accounted for the effect of historical population size changes
(which may confound inference regarding fixation biases), or sufficiently addressed
the effect of ancestral misidentification. We apply a population genetic model that
accounts for both of these complications, but because our simple demographic
model does not fit the Asian and Caucasian populations well (not shown), we
focus on the analysis of the African American and the Yoruban datasets.
We first tested whether this non-coding dataset showed evidence for a non-
stationary demographic history using an adapted version of the numerical tech-
nique developed by Williamson et al. (2005). This method assumes that the pop-
ulation experienced an instantaneous size change from the ancestral size of Na to
the current size Nc (where ω = Na/Nc denotes the magnitude of the change) at
a time tdem in the past. Table 2.2 shows the parameter estimates of the neutral
demographic model (Mdem), and Table 2.3 shows that the SNM can clearly be
rejected both before and after correcting for ancestral misidentification in both
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Table 2.2: Parameters and likelihoods for population genetic mod-
els.
Pop. model t̂dem
a ω̂b γ̂c piγ
d -Le
u
n
co
rr
ec
te
d
Af. Am.
MSNM - - - - 19106.9
Mdem 0.11 0.48 - - 18983.3
Mfix 0.13 0.44 25.7 0.12 18951.4
Mmult - - - - 18929.9
Yor.
MSNM - - - - 17652.9
Mdem 0.16 0.55 - - 17557.9
Mfix 0.25 0.51 490.0 0.07 17514.6
Mmult - - - - 17492.6
co
rr
ec
te
d
Af. Am.
MSNM - - - - 18705.8
Mdem 0.19 0.47 - - 18518.1
Mfix 0.19 0.47 18.4 0.01 18517.9
Mmult - - - - 18510.2
Yor.
MSNM - - - - 17271.7
Mdem 0.30 0.51 - - 17113.0
Mfix 0.32 0.48 0.50 1.0 17108.7
Mmult - - - - 17096.1
aPopulation scaled time back to demographic event.
bMagnitude of population size change (ancestral/current).
cPopulation scaled selection coefficient.
dProportion of non-lethal AT→GC mutations that have a selective effect.
eMinus log-likelihood of the model.
populations.
We then tested for a fixation bias favoring AT→GC mutations by extending
the model of Williamson et al. (2005) to a model that allows only a proportion
(0≤piγ≤1) of non-lethal AT→GC mutations to have a fixation bias with strength
γ, while the remaining proportion of AT→GC mutations (as well as the other mu-
tation classes) drift neutrally (see Materials and Methods). This model implicitly
accounts for the possibility of a fixation bias that only acts in confined regions of
the genome (e.g., in GC-rich regions or near recombination hotspots). Table 2.2
shows the parameter values obtained from each of the population genetic models
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Table 2.3: P-values for the LRTs of fixation bias for GC-
content before and after correcting for ancestral misiden-
tification.
pop. test uncorrected (corrected)a
Af.Am.
MSNM vs. Mdem <0.0005 (<0.0005 )
Mdem vs. Mfix <0.0005 (0.64)
GOF(Mdem) <0.0005 (0.23)
GOF(Mfix) 0.0045 (0.19)
Yor.
MSNM vs. Mdem <0.0005 (<0.0005 )
Mdem vs. Mfix <0.0005 (0.019)
GOF(Mdem) <0.0005 (0.038)
GOF(Mfix) 0.017 (0.096)
aResult of the test after correcting for ancestral misidentification
in parentheses.
we evaluated, and Table 2.3 shows the p-values obtained via simulation for each
LRT. Before correcting for ancestral misidentification, we can clearly reject the
neutral demographic model in both populations. However, in both populations,
a goodness of fit test narrowly rejects model Mfix, suggesting that it cannot fully
explain the data.
After correcting for ancestral misidentification, the evidence for a fixation bias
favoring AT→GC mutations in the human genome nearly vanishes. In the African
American population, we cannot statistically reject the neutral demographic model
in favor of a model allowing for a fixation bias (p=0.643, Table 2.3). Moreover, a
goodness of fit test of the neutral demographic model in this population suggests
that the neutral demographic model is sufficient to explain the data (p=0.234,
Table 2.3).
The data for the Yoruban population is slightly more complicated. After cor-
recting for ancestral misidentification, the neutral demographic model is narrowly
rejected at the 0.05 significance level (p=0.0192, Table 2.3), suggesting that there
is either slight evidence for an extremely weak fixation bias (γ = 0.5) acting on
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all AT→GC mutations, or that the simple 2-epoch demographic model is insuffi-
cient. Goodness of fit tests suggest that while the neutral demographic model can
narrowly be rejected at the 0.05 significance level (p=0.0383), there is marginal
support for the model that allows for a fixation bias (p=0.0963).
2.5 Conclusion
We found that after correcting for ancestral misidentification, much of the evi-
dence for the fixation bias favoring G and C alleles disappeared. This is because
∼3.3% of SNPs identified to be of type AT→GC (most of which were at very high
frequency) may actually have been of type GC→AT (and at very low frequency).
Such an effect might be expected since the overall mutation rate from GC→AT
tends to be roughly twice as large as the rate from AT→GC along primate lin-
eages (Hwang and Green, 2004). That is, if the allele ancestral to human and
chimpanzee were an A or T, and an AT→GC substitution occurred along the hu-
man lineage, then the mutation rate at this site would, on average, double. This
would, in turn double the probability of subsequently sampling a polymorphism
at the same site but with a misidentified frequency based on the simple parsimony
assumption. We therefore conclude that much of the evidence for a recent fixa-
tion bias favoring GC-content in humans based on population genetic data may
be a result of failing to account for multiple hits at rapidly evolving sites between
humans and chimpanzees. However, a previous study developed a weighted par-
simony method to account for ancestral misidentification of human SNPs using a
chimpanzee outgroup without accounting for context-effects (Webster and Smith,
2004). Interestingly, an excess of AT→GC SNPs at very high frequency remained
after their correction. Given that the SFS we have observed in this data set is
consistent with our neutral simulations of ancestral misidentification (Hernandez
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et al., 2007b), it seems as though the weighted parsimony method was unable to
fully correct for ancestral misidentification.
We emphasize that eliminating hypermutable CpG sites from consideration in
SNP studies is not sufficient to safeguard against this effect, nor is restricting the
analysis to those SNPs that have outgroup support from multiple species. Both
of these techniques tend to require much of the data to be discarded (thereby
leading to an ascertainment bias) without guaranteeing against further ancestral
misidentification (Hernandez et al., 2007b). Rather, we recommend employing a
parametric model for the data that can account for uncertainty in the ancestral
states of all SNPs as well as mutation rate heterogeneity, since this approach both
theoretically and in simulations appears to have proper type I (false positive) error
rates (Hernandez et al., 2007b).
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CHAPTER 3
DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORIES AND PATTERNS OF LINKAGE
DISEQUILIBRIUM IN CHINESE AND INDIAN RHESUS
MACAQUES∗
∗Originally published as: Hernandez, R. D., M. J. Hubisz, D. A. Wheeler, D. G. Smith,
B. Ferguson, J. Rogers, L. Nazareth, A. Indap, T. Bourquin, J. McPherson, D. Muzny, R.
Gibbs, R. Nielsen, and C. D. Bustamante (2007). Demographic histories and patterns of link-
age disequilibrium in Chinese and Indian rhesus macaques. Science, 316(5822):240–243, doi:
10.1126/science.1140462.
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3.1 Abstract
To understand the demographic history of rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) and
document the extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the genome, we partially
resequenced five ENCyclopedia of DNA Elements regions in 9 Chinese and 38
captive-born Indian rhesus macaques. Population genetic analyses of the 1467
single-nucleotide polymorphisms discovered suggest that the two populations sep-
arated about 162,000 years ago, with the Chinese population tripling in size since
then and the Indian population eventually shrinking by a factor of four. Using
coalescent simulations, we confirm that these inferred demographic events explain
a much faster decay of LD in Chinese (r2 ≈ 0.15 at 10 kilobases) versus Indian
(r2 ≈ 0.52 at 10 kilobases) macaque populations.
3.2 Introduction
Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) and humans shared a most recent common
ancestor (MRCA) ∼25 million years ago (Ma), and our genomes differ at <7% of
nucleotide bases (Rhesus Macaque Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium,
2007). Rhesus and humans, therefore, share a large number of fundamental biolog-
ical characteristics, including many underlying genetic and physiological processes
that lead to disease. For this reason, rhesus macaques have become a model or-
ganism for vaccine research (Weiss, 2001; Ling et al., 2002) as well as studies of
normal human physiology and disease. Although previous studies of genetic vari-
ation in rhesus have described >300 microsatellite polymorphisms (Rogers et al.,
2006; Raveendran et al., 2006), identifying specific genetic risk factors for disease
requires a much greater resolution of genetic variation across the genome.
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The current geographic range of rhesus macaques is larger than any other non-
human primate, stretching from western India and Pakistan to the eastern shores
of China (Figure 3.1). Fossil records suggest that the genus Macaca originated in
northern Africa approximately 5.5 Ma, followed by migration through the Middle
East and into northern India by ∼3 Ma (Delson, 1980). By ∼2 Ma, macaques
had traversed most of China and reached the Indonesian archipelago, where the
putative ancestral species of rhesus macaque, M. fascicularis, is thought to have
originated (Delson, 1980; Abegg and Thierry, 2002).
Previous studies of mitochondrial DNA (Smith and McDonough, 2005), ma-
jor histocompatibility complex (MHC) alleles (Viray et al., 2001), and single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in gene-linked regions (Ferguson et al., 2007)
suggest moderate levels of genetic differentiation between captive-born Indian and
Chinese rhesus populations. Developing a more thorough understanding of genetic
variation within and between these two populations has important implications
for biomedical research. For example, when infected with the simian immunodefi-
ciency virus, animals from Chinese populations develop AIDS-like symptoms more
slowly than animals from Indian populations (Ling et al., 2002).
3.3 Results and Conclusions
We have identified 1476 SNPs by sequencing >150 kb of DNA across 5 ENCyclope-
dia of DNA Elements [ENCODE; see Appendix A, ENCODE Project Consortium
(2004)] regions located on separate autosomal chromosomes in nine captive-born
from wild-caught Chinese and 38 captive-born Indian rhesus macaques. The Chi-
nese animals derive from three distinct geographical sites, whereas the Indian ani-
mals came from three different colonies in the United States (Figure 3.1). Individ-
uals were chosen to represent rhesus macaque populations that are currently being
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studied by the international community and to minimize relatedness (with most
individuals in the study being unrelated back to the founding of the colony into
which they were born, and none having a shared grandparent; see Appendix A).
In our sample of 1476 SNPs discovered, only 486 (33%) were shared across both
populations, whereas 604 were found only in the Chinese population (61% of 1090
SNPs observed) and 386 were found only in the Indian population (39% of 872
SNPs observed). The frequency distribution of derived mutations across SNPs
(using DNA sequence from the ENCODE project for baboon, Papio cynocephalus
anubis, to infer the putative ancestral states; see Appendix A) shows that the Chi-
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Figure 3.2: (A) The marginal frequency spectrum of derived mutations for each
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neutral model (SNM) of constant size. (B) A topographical map of the joint
site-frequency spectrum for the two populations, with darker tones representing
frequency pairs with few SNPs, and lighter tones representing frequency pairs
with many SNPs.
nese population harbors an excess of rare SNPs relative to a population of constant
size, whereas the Indian population has too few rare and too many intermediate-
and high-frequency derived SNPs (Figure 3.2A). The observed disparity in SNP
density (7.25 SNPs per kb for Chinese versus 5.8 SNPs per kb for Indian) in the
two populations suggests that the effective size of the Chinese population is much
larger than the Indian population, given that the Indian sample size is four times
as large as that of the Chinese.
We observed a moderate level of population structure between the Indian and
Chinese samples, as measured by Wrights FST statistic (average FST = 0.14; SD
= 0.11; range = -0.024 to 0.645; Figure 3.3A). Furthermore, the Bayesian clus-
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tering program STRUCTURE Falush et al. (2003) clearly separates Chinese and
Indian individuals when assuming two clusters (Figure 3.3B), and considering more
clusters does not significantly improve the fit of the model. We found only one
Chinese individual with a marginal amount of Indian ancestry (8.5%, sampled
from Suzhou), and eight Indian individuals with more than 5% Chinese ancestry
(max 16.8%, including animals from all three primate centers; see Appendix A).
These low levels of admixture suggest that recurrent migration between the popula-
tions has been minimal. Moreover, the two populations were clearly distinguished
by principal components analysis (Price et al., 2006) along the first two axes of
variation (Figure 3.3C). Interestingly, the second component also separates one
Chinese individual (sampled from Suzhou) from the others, which suggests that
further population substructure may exist. Although this individual is not differ-
entiated from other Chinese-origin animals in the STRUCTURE analysis, it may,
nonetheless, harbor alleles from an unsampled Chinese subpopulation (i.e., the two
wild-caught parents may be from different subpopulations).
Using maximum likelihood under the assumption that the animals in this study
form a random sample from their respective population (see Appendix A), we fit
a two-population demographic model to the joint distribution of SNP frequencies,
or site-frequency spectrum, shown in Figure 3.2B. Our model suggests that the
Chinese population expanded by a factor of 3.3 and separated from the Indian
population approximately ∼162 thousand years ago (ka) (95% confidence interval,
CI = 183 to 132 ka)]. After separating, the Indian population maintained its
ancestral population size until ∼51 ka (CI = 72 to 21 ka), when it was reduced by a
factor of 4.3. The population genetic model, while a very simplistic approximation
to the rich and complex history of the species, fits the data well, as indicated
by a goodness-of-fit test (P=0.133). Coalescent simulations (see Appendix A)
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on the basis of the inferred demographic history for Indian and Chinese rhesus
macaques suggest that the MRCA of the two populations lived ∼1.94 Ma (SE 14
Ky). This estimate places the MRCA of rhesus near the divergence time from
M. fascicularis, inferred from mitochondrial DNA to be 1.83 to 5 Ma (Hayasaka
et al., 1996; Morales and Melnick, 1998). Moreover, our simulations suggest that
the effective size of the ancestral population of rhesus macaques was ∼73,070 (SE
231) individuals, implying that the current effective size of the Chinese population
is ∼239,704 whereas the Indian population is estimated to be ∼17,014.
The recent demographic events that caused these differences in effective popu-
lation sizes of Indian and Chinese rhesus macaques have also had a large impact
on linkage disequilibrium (LD). To quantify the extent of LD in Indian and Chi-
nese rhesus macaques, we measured the correlation coefficient (r2) of alleles from
frequency-matched SNPs [see Appendix A and Eberle et al. (2006)]. Figure 3.4
shows substantial differences between the Indian and Chinese rhesus macaque pop-
ulations, which are more extreme than the patterns observed among humans. For
example, within the Indian rhesus population, LD extends much further than LD
observed for European humans, whereas the Chinese rhesus population shows little
LD, even for SNPs that are physically very close. Coalescent simulations (see Ap-
pendix A) show that the observed patterns of LD are consistent with our inferred
demographic history of this species (shown in Figure 3.4 as light blue and pink
curves for Indian and Chinese rhesus, respectively). However, LD in the Indian
population extends slightly further than expected. This observation may be con-
sistent with recent admixture with a Burmese rhesus population not sampled in
this study (Smith and McDonough, 2005), since admixture between populations
with allele frequency differences is known to generate long-range LD.
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3.4 Discussion
In this study, we analyzed noncoding data in rhesus macaques to characterize
their underlying demographic history, and to quantify the extent of LD relative to
humans. The genetic differences that we have observed between Indian and Chinese
rhesus macaques are consistent with a recent report on the distribution of SNPs
in these populations (Ferguson et al., 2007), as well as previous studies of protein
coding, microsatellite STR (short tandom repeat), MHC loci, mitochondrial and
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Figure 3.4: The decay of LD for Indian and Chinese rhesus macaques versus Euro-
pean and African humans (n = 9 for all samples), along with the decay of LD for
1000 neutral simulations of our inferred demographic history for rhesus macaque.
Human data are from three ENCODE regions orthologous to the rhesus data [see
Appendix A and HapMap (2005)].
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Y-chromosome DNA haplotypes (Smith and McDonough, 2005). Without samples
from wild caught Indian rhesus monkeys, however, these data must be regarded as
estimates, because they may reflect a sampling bias toward those macaques that
are available for study in the United States as a result of international restrictions
on exportation of primates.
Extending these studies to whole-genome association mapping in captive-born
animals could be fruitful for identifying genes involved in human diseases. Based
on the patterns of LD that we have observed, such an association study would
likely require many fewer markers to identify common disease-causing variants in
rhesus macaques than in humans. Because LD in captive Indian rhesus macaque
populations extends much further than in humans, a SNP map with roughly 1
SNP every 35 kb (82,000 SNPs total) would suffice to achieve the same threshold
(r2 = 0.4) as a marker every 6 kb in humans [see Appendix A and Kruglyak
(1999)]. Furthermore, since LD decays much faster in Chinese rhesus monkeys
than in humans, they provide an ideal platform for localizing mutations that are
hard to map in either Indian macaques or humans as a result of extensive LD
among candidate mutations in a particular region.
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CHAPTER 4
SELECTION ON FINITE SITES UNDER COMPLEX
DEMOGRAPHIC EVENTS∗
∗In preparation for submission as an Applications Note to Bioinformatics with author Ryan
D. Hernandez.
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4.1 Abstract
Summary: We present a new forward population genetic simulation program that
simulates the evolution several populations under a general Wright-Fisher island
model. This program is highly flexible, allowing the user to simulate several loci
with or without linkage, where each locus can be annotated as either coding or
non-coding, sex-linked or autosomal, selected or neutral.
Availability: The source code (written the C programming language) is available
at http://bustamantelab.cb.bscb.cornell.edu/software.shtml, and our web server
(http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/sfscode.aspx) will allow the user to perform simu-
lations using the high performance computing cluster of the Computational Biology
Service Unit at Cornell University.
Contact: rh79@cornell.edu
4.2 Introduction
Forward population genetic simulations have long played a crucial role in evolu-
tionary biology, and have been advocated nearly as long as computers have been
available (Fraser, 1957). Simulations have been useful for guiding our intuition,
testing theoretical approximations, and evaluating the power of statistical tests,
yet they remain an underutilized tool in current research. By following an in silico
population generation by generation and mimicking all stages of the life cycle, it
is possible to simulate data under highly complex scenarios that capture many of
the factors that affect natural populations. However, with complexity generally
comes a computational burden, which has driven many studies toward simplified
approximations.
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In stark contrast to forward simulations, generating samples under the coales-
cent process (Kingman, 1982; Hudson, 1983a,b) can be extremely fast. Coalescent
simulations start with a sample of chromosomes from the present and generate the
history of the sample back to their most recent common ancestor (gaining speed
by only keeping track of the evolutionary events and genetic material that directly
contribute to the sample of chromosomes). However, when considering the effect
of natural selection (particularly across many linked sites), one has little option
other than forward simulations. Previous implementations of forward simulation
programs [e.g., Balloux and Goudet (2002); Dudek et al. (2006); Guillaume and
Rougemont (2006); Hey (2004); Hoggart et al. (2007); Peng and Kimmel (2005);
Sanford et al. (2007)] have produced a wide range of options geared toward mim-
icking natural populations. SFS CODE adds flexibility to many of these options,
and adds several new features.
Among the features implemented in SFS CODE is an ability to simulate genes,
whereby several adjacent loci can be annotated as either coding or non-coding
(e.g., exons and introns or up-/downstream regions). More generally, loci can be
arbitrarily spaced (from physically adjacent to completely independent). In cod-
ing regions, new mutations are either synonymous or nonsynonymous (owing to
the universal genetic code). Each locus can evolve neutrally or subject to natural
selection (in coding regions, only nonsynonymous sites are subject to natural selec-
tion, while all non-coding mutations are potentially driven by selection). Selective
effects can be drawn from a wide range of possibilities, including a mixture of
Gamma distributions (positive and negative with user-defined mixture coefficients
and parameters). Moreover, several mutation models have been implemented, from
standard models of equal mutation rates (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) and transition-
transversion biases (Kimura, 1980), to fully context-dependent models of mam-
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malian evolution including CpG effects (Hwang and Green, 2004). By modeling
each locus as having only finitely-many sites that can receive multiple mutations
(but storing all mutations contributing to the final sample) more realistic data can
be generated to better understand the factors contributing to observed sequence
data.
Several populations can be simulated in a generalized island model of arbitrary
migration rates to and from each population (which can also vary over time).
Because both male and female sexes are maintained, it is possible to have biased
sex ratios in each population and to allow sex-biased migration. Additionally, each
population can experience its own demographic history, be exposed to differential
effects of natural selection, evolve with different generation times, as well as go
extinct at any time (e.g., for the comparison of Neanderthal and human).
4.3 Materials and Methods
Most populations harbor individuals that are nearly identical at the DNA level.
One can take advantage of this in order to construct an efficient simulation pro-
gram. However, having the full DNA sequence is also important. SFS CODE can
simulate coding regions (e.g., synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations in a
codon structure) and implements a context-dependent mutation model (whereby
the the mutation rate at each DNA site is dependent on both adjacent sites). In
order to accomplish this, a single representative DNA sequence is stored in memory
for each population (and updated after each fixation event). Additionally, since
the number of haplotypes that are segregating in a population is usually much
smaller than its effective size, only a single copy of unique haplotypes are stored
in memory (with all individuals carrying identical haplotypes pointing to the same
space in memory).
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Table 4.1: Information returned for each mutation
data type description
char ancestral nucleotide
char derived nucleotide
char nonsynonymous (0/1)
char sex-linked
char 5’ nucleotide
char 3’ nucleotide
int ancestral amino acid
int derived amino acid
long frequency
long generation arose
long generation fixed
long site
double fitness
In SFS CODE, a haplotype is stored as a binary tree, where each node represents
a mutation carried by the haplotype. In order to make the program as broadly
applicable as possible, many details regarding the mutation event are stored (Ta-
ble 4.1). To maintain a balanced binary tree, haplotypes are implemented as Splay
trees (Sleator and Tarjan, 1985), whereby a mutation will be brought to the top of
the tree any time its contents are accessed (e.g., whenever a recombination event
occurs between two mutations).
At the beginning of the simulation, there is a single DNA sequence that is
carried by every individual in the population. This sequence is drawn from the
stationary distribution given by the mutation model, and requires a burn-in period
of many generations to introduce new mutations and to reach mutation/selection
balance (typically 5×PN generations will suffice for a population with PN chro-
mosomes). Upon the completion of the burn-in period, speciation events and
demographic effects can occur. At the end of the simulation, a random sample of
individuals (including all of their chromosomes) will be obtained without replace-
ment.
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The basic life cycle that takes place every generation is as follows. Each individ-
ual in the population is generated by picking both a male and female parent with
probability given by their relative fitness in their sex (only necessary for diploid
and tetraploid populations, haploid populations are simulated asexually). The new
individuals are then able to migrate among populations. The gametes of the new
population then undergo recombination and mutation before being passed on to
the next generation.
4.4 Conclusions
Forward population genetic simulations are an extremely useful tool. We have de-
veloped a flexible program (SFS CODE) that allows the user to simulate data under
a wide range of scenarios. We have also developed a web browser for our simulation
program to give everyone access to a high performance computing cluster.
By implementing a finite-sites mutation model, simulations can be performed
to test the effect parsimoniously assuming that all mutations have been ob-
served. However, by reporting all mutations contributing to sampled chromosomes,
SFS CODE can also be compared with infinite-sites models. Moreover, by report-
ing extensive details for every mutation, it is possible to extract the information
needed for most population genetic questions.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3
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A.1 Data Collection
Animals Surveyed: Forty-seven rhesus macaques were sampled (9 Chinese and
38 Indian, Table A.1). Seven of the Chinese animals were sampled from Suzhou
(eastern China, including the outlier seen in Figure 3.3B), one from Kunming
(western China), and one from Guandong (eastern China). All of the Chinese-
origin animals are captive-born from wild-caught parents. Because of the 1978
India export ban of rhesus macaques, all Indian rhesus samples were obtained from
U.S., captive born animals. Though most of the U.S animals cannot be traced back
to a specific location in India, four animals are known to be derive from Kashmir
in northwestern India, and two animals are known to derive from Uttar Pradesh
in northeastern India (see Table A.1; Figure 3.1). To minimize the possibility
of including closely related rhesus in our analysis, we selected animals that are
unrelated for at least 2-3 generations (no grandparents or great-grandparents in
common) and, when possible, date back to the founding of their respective colonies.
DNA was sequenced across 5 ENCODE regions in all animals. ENCODE
regions were chosen because they have been widely studied in dozens of other
mammalian species that have not yet had their entire genome sequenced (in
particular baboon, which shares a common ancestor with rhesus macaque ∼6-
9 Ma). Within each ENCODE region, several small windows (mean length
= 900bp) were chosen ∼5 kb apart, followed by several more windows spaced
∼50kb apart until the entire 500kb ENCODE region had been spanned. In the
end, 166 non-overlapping windows were sequenced in each individual (150,376bp)
to represent ∼2.5Mb (∼0.1%) of the genome. Our sequencing effort re-
sulted in the discovery of 1476 SNPs. For Figure 3.3A, FST was calculated
for each non-overlapping window using the program SITES, developed by J.
Hey (http://lifesci.rutgers.edu/∼heylab/HeylabSoftware.htm). For Fig-
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ure 3.4, median r2 values from 100 equally weighted bins were generated using
Haploview (Barrett et al., 2005), with the human data obtained from the HapMap-
ENCODE resequencing project (HapMap, 2005).
We identified the putative ancestral allele at each SNP by aligning the reference
sequence for each window to the baboon clone corresponding to each ENCODE
region using Blat v33.237 (Kent, 2002). Baboon clones NT 107571, NT 108362.1,
NT 107340.3, NT 107966.1, and NT 107712.1 were downloaded from Genbank,
and correspond to ENCODE regions ENm003, ENm010, ENr112, ENr233, and
ENr321, respectively. We could not identify a putative ancestral state for 67 SNPs
because there was either no orthologous baboon sequence (38 SNPs) or because
neither of the segregating alleles matched the baboon sequence (29 SNPs).
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Table A.1: Rhesus macaque sampling Locations.
ID Primate facilitya Country of ancestry locality
23502 ONPRC China Guandong
31438 CNPRC China Kunming
34150 CNPRC China Suzhou
34458 CNPRC China Suzhou
34472 CNPRC China Suzhou
34492 CNPRC China Suzhou
34493 CNPRC China Suzhou
34496 CNPRC China Suzhou
34576 CNPRC China Suzhou
17645 ONPRC India Unknown
17700 ONPRC India Unknown
18263 Yerkes India Unknown
18273 Yerkes India Unknown
19150 ONPRC India Unknown
19296 ONPRC India Unknown
24118 CNPRC India Unknown
24162 CNPRC India Unknown
24888 CNPRC India Kashmir
25442 Yerkes India Unknown
25505 Yerkes India Unknown
25704 Yerkes India Unknown
25712 Yerkes India Unknown
25750 Yerkes India Unknown
25751 Yerkes India Unknown
25754 Yerkes India Unknown
25755 Yerkes India Unknown
25934 Yerkes India Unknown
25935 Yerkes India Unknown
25937 Yerkes India Unknown
25946 Yerkes India Unknown
25952 Yerkes India Unknown
25959 Yerkes India Unknown
25962 Yerkes India Unknown
25973 Yerkes India Unknown
25974 Yerkes India Unknown
25983 Yerkes India Unknown
26301 CNPRC India Kashmir
26869 CNPRC India Unknown
aCNPRC, ONPRC, and Yerkes denote animals contributed from the California, Oregon, and
Yerkes National Primate Research Centers.
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A.2 Estimation of Demographic Parameters Using the
Joint Site-Frequency Spectrum
A.2.1 Deriving the Model
For a sample of n1 chromosomes from one population and n2 chromosomes from the
other, the joint site-frequency spectrum (JSFS) is a random matrix representing
the number of SNPs that are observed at a frequency i out of n1 in the first
population, and j out of n2 in the second [i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n1; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n2;
excluding the invariant cases (i = 0, j = 0) and (i = n1, j = n2)]. In our
simple model, we assume that a panmictic ancestral population of size NA split
into two independent populations at some time t1 in the past (where time in this
study is scaled by 4NA generations). One of the daughter populations represents
the Chinese population, which instantaneously changed size to f1NA at the time
of the split. The other represents the Indian population, which maintained the
ancestral population size until some time t2 in the past (t2 ≤ t1), at which point
the Indian population size instantaneously changed to f2NA.
In this population genetic model, there are only four parameters to be op-
timized: θ = {t1, t2, f1, f2}. The ancestral population size is a scaling factor,
which can be inferred from these four parameters (with further assumptions re-
garding divergence and generation times, discussed below). Though our model
does not explicitly allow for recurrent migration, we assume that each individual
has some proportion of its ancestry from the opposite population (as inferred from
our STRUCTURE analysis). Because the frequency of each SNP in each pop-
ulation is informative regarding the timing of demographic events, we have also
incorporated the probability that the ancestral state of each SNP was misidentified
(see discussion below).
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We inferred the parameters of the demographic model (collectively denoted by
θ) described above using the maximum likelihood approach of ref. Nielsen (2000)
but modified to analyze data from more than one population. Let pij(θ) be the
probability of observing a SNP at frequency i in population 1 (Chinese, say), and j
in population 2 (Indian) under the demographic model θ, where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n1,
and j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n2 (with n1 and n2 the number of chromosomes sampled from
population 1 and 2, respectively). The observed JSFS is then summarized by
X = (n1,0, . . . , nn1,0, n0,1, . . . , nn1,1, . . . , nn1−1,n2), where ni,j is the number of SNPs
where the derived allele is carried by i chromosomes in the first population and
j chromosomes in the second (hereafter, we refer to such a SNP as being of size
(i, j), and note that we only consider polymorphic sites). Assuming independence
among SNPs, the likelihood function for the JSFS is then defined as
L(θ) =
n1∏
i=0
n2∏
j=0
(pi,j(θ))
ni,j . (A.1)
This likelihood function assumes that all SNPs are independent. Should SNPs
not be independent, it is then considered to be a composite likelihood function
[which have been shown to result in consistent estimators of demographic param-
eters under a very general framework (Wiuf, 2006)].
To make inference using maximum likelihood, we calculate the expected fre-
quency of a new mutation in terms of an expectation of coalescence times (Griffiths
and Tavare´, 1999). Assuming the limit of small mutation rates, the probability
of a SNP of size (i, j) is simply the ratio of the expected proportion of time on a
coalescent tree during which a mutation could lead to a SNP of size (i, j). That
is, for our set of demographic parameters θ,
pij(θ) =
Eθ(tij)
Eθ(T )
(A.2)
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Table A.2: Demographic Parameter Estimates.
Parameter MLEa
t1 0.0871 (0.0711, 0.0989)
t2 0.0251 (0.01, 0.035)
f1 3.2816 (2.333, 4.333)
f2 0.2329 (0.133, 0.29)
TMRCA 1.0219 (SE 0.0075)
TIN 3.1338 (SE 0.0176)
TCH 4.3111 (SE 0.0178)
TTOT 5.6620 (SE 0.0180)
aParentheses contain 95% CI unless indicated as SE
where tij is the sum of all branch-lengths in a coalescent tree on which a single
mutation would lead to a SNP of size (i, j), and T is the total tree length (Nielsen,
2000). Both the numerator and denominator of equation A.2 can be approximated
using standard coalescent simulations (Hudson, 2002) by simulating B coalescent
genealogies under θ (in practice, we set B=2 × 106). For each genealogy, k, the
total tree length (Tk) and sum of branch-lengths (tij) on which a single mutation
could lead to a SNP of size (i, j) are calculated. Then pij(θ) is approximated by
pij(θ) ≈
B∑
k=1
tij
(
B∑
k=1
Tk
)−1
(A.3)
The maximum likelihood estimate (or composite maximum likelihood estimate,
in the case of non-independence) of the demographic parameters are then the values
of θ that maximize L(θ).
We optimized the likelihood by successively evaluating it on a grid of param-
eters, zooming in on the current approximate maximum likelihood estimate each
iteration. Because of simulation variance, simplex bracketing and other optimiza-
tions based on derivatives of the likelihood function were not applicable. Maximum
likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the demographic parameters are given in Table A.2.
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Missing data were accounted for by summing over all possible states of the
missing data [as in Clark et al. (2005)]. Because our inference is based on knowing
the frequency of the derived allele at each SNP, knowledge of the ancestral state is
required. We inferred the putative ancestral state under a parsimony assumption
from alignments with baboon, but a parsimony assumption can lead to an excess of
high-frequency derived mutations [mistaking the ancestral state of a low-frequency
variant will make it appear as a high-frequency variant; Hernandez et al. (2007c,b)].
We therefore calculated the probability of misidentifying the ancestral state of each
SNP assuming a context-dependent mutation model (as described in Hernandez
et al. (2007b) using parameter estimates from Hwang and Green (2004) along the
human lineage, as we were not able to obtain parameter estimates from old-world
monkeys). To test whether the substitution parameters inferred along the human
lineage are representative of the mutation patterns along the rhesus macaque lin-
eage, we performed a linear regression of the context-dependent SNP classes (i.e.,
the set of all mutations from trinucleotides XY Z→XWZ, where W,X, Y, Z are
any of the four nucleotides) in human and rhesus macaque. We found that there
is a highly significant correlation in the two lineages (r2 = 0.69, p < 2.2× 10−16),
suggesting that the underlying mutational patterns may be shared across primates.
Confidence intervals (CI) were generated by the likelihood profile method. For
all values of a given parameter on a grid, the likelihood was maximized over all
other parameters. This essentially results in a one-dimensional likelihood surface.
Assuming a χ2 approximation, an approximate 95% CI corresponds to all param-
eter values whose profile likelihood is within 1
2
χ21(0.05) ≈ 1.92 of the maximum
likelihood. It should be noted that if SNPs are highly correlated, these confidence
intervals might be less accurate.
To perform the goodness-of-fit (GOF) test, we calculated a sum-of-squares
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statistic (SSS) of the observed JSFS based on an expected JSFS generated from
5× 106 simulations under the MLEs (using a reduced sample size of 10× 10). We
then simulated 1000 replicate datasets conditional on the total number of SNPs
observed in each amplicon (assuming no recombination within an amplicon and
complete independence across amplicons). For each replicate dataset, we calculated
the SSS, and report the proportion of simulations with an SSS larger than our
observed dataset.
The objective of the GOF test is to assess whether the observed data differ
significantly from the predictions of the best fitting demographic model. In order
to address this question, we estimate the parameters of the demographic model
using composite likelihood and simulate data conditional on the MLE. For each
replicate data set, we calculate the SSS, and assess significance of the observed
SSS in light of these simulated SSS values (i.e., our p-values are calibrated to the
observed variability of the SSS in the simulated data). Our simulations assume
independence among amplicons and complete linkage within amplicons, which will
give a larger variance in the GOF statistic than the assumption of complete in-
dependence among SNPs. We have conducted a sensitivity analysis and as long
as the within-amplicon population recombination rate is below 0.001 per bp, our
GOF p-value is above 5%, indicating a good fit of the observed data to the pre-
dictions of the model. This is equivalent to assuming that the recombination rate
is below ∼10 cM/Mb, which is quite reasonable since human recombination rates
are on the order of ∼1cM/Mb.
Another approach to inferring the parameters of the demographic model used
in this study is to use the method IM (Hey, 2005; Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001).
However, one of our co-authors is a co-developer of IM, R. Nielsen, and we have
found that this method is not applicable to large-scale genomic datasets of the
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type analyzed in this study.
A.2.2 Inferring the Most Recent Common Ancestor and
Effective Population Sizes
Under the inferred demographic model, θ, coalescent genealogies can be simulated
using standard software (Hudson, 2002). For each simulated genealogy, k, the time
of the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA, denoted Mk) can be calculated by
summing over M (i), the total time during which there are i lineages in the sample
(i = n1 + n2, n1 + n2− 1, . . . , 2), and the total length of the tree can be calculated
as Tk =
∑n1+n2
i=2 iM
(i). The expected TMRCA is then calculated as the mean over
B simulated genealogies (in practice we used B = 5, 000).
To infer the effective size of the ancestral population, we used a method of
moments estimator based on the expected number of segregating sites. From
population genetic theory, the expected number of segregating sites in the absence
of natural selection can be written as E[S] = θTL, where θ = 4NAµ, µ is the
mutation rate per site per generation, T is the expected length of the coalescent
tree that relates all chromosomes sampled (with time scaled in terms of 4NA),
and L is the number of nucleotide sites sequenced. We can then set the observed
number of segregating sites equal to its expected value, and solve for
NA =
S
4TLµ
. (A.4)
Assuming a generation time of 6.5 years for rhesus macaques and 6.6MY
since its divergence with baboon (Steiper and Young, 2006), we can infer the
substitution rate per generation from the alignments with baboon, resulting in
µ=(1754substitutions) / (2×6.6×106years) / (145571bp) / (1gen./6.5years) =
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5.9 × 10−9 substitutions/generation. From our simulations, T=5.66, so we then
obtain NA=(1476SNPs) / (150376bp) / (5.9×10−9subst/gen) / 4 / 5.66 ≈ 73,070
individuals. Inferring the ancestral population size from the Chinese and Indian
populations independently results in 70,863 and 78,062 (respectively, with T=4.31
for China and T=3.13 for India). The ancestral effective population size is a lin-
ear function of the generation time. Should the generation time be longer, the
ancestral population size would be larger.
A.2.3 Converting Population-Scaled Times into Years
Time in a coalescent genealogy is scaled by the effective population size (in this
case 4NA). A population-scaled time τ corresponds to 4NAτ generations, and
by substituting equation A.4 for NA, the generation time cancels. Therefore, the
number of years, t, corresponding to τ can be found by:
t =
τS
LTν
where S is the number of SNPs, L is the sequence length, T is the expected
length of the tree, and ν is the substitution rate per year. Note that this value is
linearly related to the divergence time between rhesus macaque and baboon. We
have assumed that the two species diverged 6.6MYA [as was inferred by Steiper
and Young (2006)]. If baboon and rhesus diverged much earlier than this (say
9MYA), then dates from our demographic inference should be multiplied by 9
6.6
.
A.2.4 Linkage Disequilibrium Simulations
We simulated patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) by generating 1,000 replicate
datasets using the coalescent-based approach implemented in ms (Hudson, 2002).
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Each dataset corresponds to 5 independent chromosomes of length ∼500kb. We
assumed a constant mutation rate and recombination rate across the sequence
(with the population-scaled recombination rate R set equal to the population-
scaled mutation rate). The mutation rate was set such that the mean number
of SNPs closely matched the observed number (Figure A.1). We dissected each
simulated chromosome to extract 30 non-overlapping windows (with the first 15
windows spaced ∼5kb, followed by 15 more windows with spacing ∼50kb) to span
the entire 500kb region. We then pooled the five chromosomes to obtain a single
dataset, and treated it exactly the same way we treated the observed data. The
ms command we used to simulate data was the following:
./ms 94 5000 -t θ -r R 500000 -I 2 18 76 -n 1 3.2816
-en 0.08714 1 1 -n 2 0.23286 -en 0.02591667 2 1 -ej 0.08714 2 1
A.2.5 Number of SNPs required for genome-wide associa-
tion study
Kruglyak (1999) suggested that a genome-wide association study would require
a dense enough map to achieve r2 = 0.4 between markers. In humans, it was
suggested that this would require a common SNP every 6kb, or 500,000 markers
distributed across the genome. Since LD decays much slower in Indian rhesus
macaques than humans, achieving the threshold of r2 = 0.4 would require a com-
mon SNP every 35kb. Since the rhesus genome is ∼2.87Gb (Rhesus Macaque
Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium, 2007), this corresponds to a total
of 82,000 SNPs.
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Figure A.1: Correspondence of our observed data with simulated data. The cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) for the number SNPs (A) and the proportion
of SNPs that are shared between the populations (B). Gray lines indicate the 95%
confidence interval, with the black lines showing our observed data.
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APPENDIX B
USERS MANUAL FOR SFS CODE
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B.1 Preface
This is the user’s guide to SFS CODE. It outlines how to compile and use the pro-
gram, but does not delve into many of the details regarding specific algorithms used
or the underlying data structures implemented in the C source code. A subsequent
verbose version (more of an owner’s manual) of this document will be made avail-
able in the near future, and will delve into the gory details of how SFS CODE works
and is implemented. The verbose version will also include many examples and sev-
eral unpublished simulation results that have been used to guide my intuition in
population genetics, and will hopefully help you understand how to effectively use
SFS CODE. Table B.5 on page 124 outlines every option implemented in SFS CODE,
in includes a page reference indicating where each option was described in the text.
Please note that this program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option)
any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be use-
ful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details. A copy of the GNU General Public
License should be in the folder doc that was distributed with this program. If not,
see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
B.2 Overview
The program that this document is dedicated to can be described in a single run-on
sentence as follows:
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SFS CODE is a Wright-Fisher style forward population genetic simula-
tion program for finite-site mutation models with selection, recombina-
tion, and demography.
This means that an entire population of individuals (and all their chromosomes) is
followed generation by generation, from the beginning of the simulation to the time
of sampling. This is contrary to coalescent simulations [such as ms; Hudson (2002)],
where the history of a sample is simulated backward in time until its founder.
SFS CODE has the ability to simulate finite-site mutation models (meaning that
some sites can receive several mutations). Nonetheless, SFS CODE actually stores
all mutations that are either segregating or fixed in at least one of the populations,
so it can also act like an infinite-sites simulation program. However, its purpose is
to generate a set of DNA sequences (an alignment) that can then be analyzed. This
alignment, by the nature of the simulation, can therefore contain sites that have
been the target of many mutations (as well as repeatedly being selected upon).
As described in further detail in subsequent sections, SFS CODE allows the user
to simulate highly detailed populations, with as much flexibility as ms. In ad-
dition to allowing for fairly complex demographic effects and migration schemes,
SFS CODE also allows the user to simulate coding versus non-coding regions, apply
a distribution of selective effects to new mutations, generate domesticated popula-
tions, assume different male and female population sizes, linked and unlinked loci,
sex and autosomal chromosomes, polyploids (haploid, diploid, or tetraploid), as
well as a suite of built in or custom mutation models.
The basic algorithm used in this program is as follows:
1. Sample a sequence from the stationary distribution of the mutation model.
2. Burn-in a single population to mutation/selection balance.
3. Perform demographic and other evolutionary events.
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4. Sample individuals from populations.
Each generation consists of the following components:
1. Produce each individual by randomly sampling a mother and a father from
the previous generation (with replacement according to their relative fitness
for their sex, unless simulating haploids, in which case there is no sex).
2. Randomly select individuals to migrate among populations.
3. Distribute a Poisson number of recombination/mutation events.
B.3 Getting Started
B.3.1 Compiling the Program
This section is only if you have downloaded the source code and wish to compile
the program yourself. If you are using the web-based version of the program, then
you can skip this section.
After obtaining and unzipping the distribution of this program, you will have
a folder called SFS CODE. Inside this folder, you will find (at least) two subdirec-
tories src and doc. In the subdirectory src, you should find a makefile, along
with several more subdirectories. The makefile will be used to compile all the
programs provided with this distribution. It uses GNU’s gcc compiler. Using
your favorite command line terminal (Windows users should download and install
Cygwin from http://www.cygwin.com), change directory to SFS CODE/src/, and
type make. This will create the directory SFS CODE/bin/, which will contain the
executables sfs code, convertSFS CODE, as well as any other programs in the
current distribution.
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If you get compiling errors, it is likely that either you do not have gcc installed,
or the optimization flag -fast is not implemented for your operating system. If it
is the former, then make sure you need to install gcc, or change the makefile to
use your favorite compiler. If you are using Cygwin, you may need to update your
version, making sure to install gcc. If it is the latter (or you get strange “Illegal
instruction” errors at runtime), open the makefile using your favorite text editor
(NOT Word, as you don’t want to accidentally add any formatting flags to the
file). Scroll down to about line 11, where it says CFLAGS = ... -fast. Replace
the text “-fast” optimization flag with “-O3”. Now proceed as before. If there
are still problems, contact the author, and inform him of the system you are using.
Note, if you are planning to use the Intel compiler, you may need to edit the source
code sfs code.c by uncommenting the very first line (this enables functions that
Intel deems as “safe” but are not part of the standard C library, and will get rid
of annoying warning messages).
B.3.2 Usage: Arguments at the Command Line
SFS CODE is a command-line program. If you have already compiled the program,
then you should be ready to go. Change directory to SFS CODE/bin. A full list of
options can be found in Table B.5 on page 124.
The basic command to run SFS CODE is as follows:
sfs code <Npops> <Niter> [<options> [arguments]]
Where <Npops> is the total number of populations you want to simulate, and
<Niter> is the total number of iterations (or repetitions) you want to generate. In
this documentation, arguments and options that are enclosed in <angled brackets>
are required, and those in [square brackets] are optional. Subsequently, those
in both angled and square brackets can be required in some potentially optional
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instances (e.g., [<options>...], if you include anything after <Niter> then they
must be options, which may contain required and/or optional arguments).
In SFS CODE, all options have both a long name and a short name, except for
timed events (beginning with ‘-T’, described later, and only use the short name).
For example, to set the mutation rate, you could use either “-t θ” or “--theta θ”
to achieve the same result. Though both long and short names are case-sensitive,
long names are of arbitrary length and tend to be more descriptive of the option.
Short names are a single letter. Note that long names are preceded by two dashes
(“--”) while short names are preceded by only a single dash (“-”). Both the long
and short names of all options are provided in Table B.5 on page 124.
In the text of this document, I will provide templates for each option, as well
as numbered examples. In option templates, I will first give the long name, then
the short name in parenthesis, followed by the format of its arguments, as in the
following pattern:
--long name (-short name) [arguments]
As a first example, the help menu can be obtained using the option
--help (-h)
This means you would access the help menu by typing “./sfs code 1 1 -h”. In
this special example, the number of populations and number of iterations do not
need to be specified, so you could just type “./sfs code --help” or “./sfs code
-h”.
B.4 Running SFS CODE
The most basic simulation is the following:
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Ex. 1. $ ./sfs code 1 1
Typing example 1 (excluding the $, which just represents the bash shell; in Win-
dows, you also might not need the “./” bit either) into the command prompt will
result in running a single iteration of the default simulation. The default param-
eter values are given in section B.10 toward the end of the documentation, and
consists of simulating sequences of length 5000 nucleotide base pairs (5kb) from
a “standard neutral” population of 500 diploid individuals, where the population
scaled mutation rate θ = 0.001/site with no recombination, from which a sample
of 6 individuals will be drawn. By “standard neutral” population, I am referring
to a population that is devoid of every evolutionary force other than mutation and
drift. The full list of default parameter values is given in the Default Parameters
section below.
Themutation rate per site (θ = 4Neµ, for a diploid population) can easily be
increased to a value of 0.01 per site using the option --theta (-t) <θ> as follows:
Ex. 2. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -t 0.01
Recombination is just as easy to incorporate using the --rho (-r) <ρ> op-
tion, where ρ = 4Ner is the population scaled rate of recombination between
adjacent sites for a diploid population. For example, the following would simu-
late a standard neutral population with per site mutation and recombination rates
equal to 0.01.
Ex. 3. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -t 0.01 -r 0.01
In general, you will want to do several (perhaps several thousand) simulations.
Doing so requires some patience (this is a forward simulation, after all). How-
ever, multiple simulations can be performed at once by changing the parameter
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<Niter>. Doing multiple simulations this way is beneficial, as compared to run-
ning them all independently, because SFS CODE is able to take advantage of all the
effort that went into all the previous burn-in periods. After an extensive initial
burn-in period, the population will be at stationarity. It is much easier to obtain an
independent draw from a population at stationarity than it is to reach stationarity.
Figure B.1 shows how this is done.
The default initial burn-in time is 5×PN generations, while subsequent burn-in
periods are only 2×PN . You can change the initial burn-in time using
--BURN (-B) <burn>
and change the subsequent burn-in periods (for iterations > 1) using
--BURN2 (-b) <burn>
This would set the initial or subsequent burn-in times to <burn>×PN generations.
Long burn-in
Short steps
between iterations
Independent starting
 points for each
iteration
τ=0
τ=τE
Figure B.1: Simulating multiple iterations in SFS CODE begins with a long burn-
in time, followed by relatively short steps (∼ 2PN generations) between each
iteration. Ancestral information at the beginning of each iteration is stored,
such that the each starting point is a random draw of a population at muta-
tion/selection/drift balance (each iteration uses the burn-in of all previous itera-
tions).
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In SFS CODE, it is also possible to simulate an arbitrary number of loci
(linked or unlinked) of arbitrary length using the following option.
--length (-L) <nloci> <L1> [<L2>...<Lnloci>] [R]
This option allows you to simulate <nloci>. The first locus will have length <L1>.
You can stop here to set all loci to the same length. Otherwise, you have two
options. You can specify each of <L2>...<Lnloci> to set the lengths of each locus,
or if you have a repeating pattern (e.g., a short locus followed by a long one) you
can specify a subset of lengths followed by the character ‘R’. For example, if you
want to simulate 4 loci, with lengths (500bp, 1kb, 500bp, 1kb), then you could use
either of the following commands.
Ex. 4. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -L 4 500 1000 500 1000
$ ./sfs code 1 1 -L 4 500 1000 R
You can change the linkage among loci using the next option.
--linkage (-l) <p/g> <d1> [<d2>...<dnloci-1>] [R]
The first argument to this option must either be ‘p’ or ‘g’, indicating whether the
distance between loci will be be <p>hysical distance (in basepairs) or <g>enetic
distance (recombination fraction). The second argument is the distance between
the first two loci. This is all you need if you want all adjacent loci to have the
same distance. Otherwise, (again) you have two options. You can either specify
the distance between each pair of adjacent loci (i.e., provide <nloci>-1 values),
or, if you have a repeating linkage structure you can specify a subset of distances
followed by the character ‘R’. For independent loci, you can use “--linkage p
-1” or “--linkage g 0.5”. As an example, consider simulating 2 independent
genes, each having 4 exons with lengths as in example 4 that are equally spaced
with 2kb introns. You could simulate this as follows.
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Ex. 5. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -L 8 500 1000 R -l p 2000 2000 2000 -1 R
Moreover, you can annotate each locus as being either coding or non-coding,
and sex or autosomal. By default all loci are autosomal coding regions. If you
would like to specify whether each locus is coding or not, use the following
option:
--annotate (-a) <a1> [<a2>..<aR>] [R]
where ai = ‘C’ or ‘N’ to indicate that the ith locus is coding or non-coding (respec-
tively). If you want all loci to have have the same coding/non-coding annotation,
just specify <a1>. Otherwise, you can either specify the annotation of all R loci, or
specify the pattern to be repeated followed by the character ‘R’. To specify whether
each locus is sex or autosomal (in an XX-XY sex determination system), use
the following option:
--sex (-x) <x1> [<x2>..<xR>] [R]
which has the same structure as option --annotate, but xi = ‘0’ or ‘1’ to represent
autosome or X-linked (respectively). Sex-linkage in a tetraploid population is a
four-chromosome analog of the XX-XY sex determination system in diploids. In
general, male sex chromosomes are simulated as if they were allopolyploids. For
non-XX-XY mating systems, it may be possible to switch the meaning of male and
female to achieve the desired effect, but must be done with caution.
Note that options --linkage, --annotate, and --sex must be specified after
indicating the number of loci to simulate using option -L.
The ancestral population size used in a population genetic simulation is
not as important as one might imagine (so long as all parameters are population-
scaled, the actual size cancels). However, it can be changed from the default of
500 using the following option.
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--popSize (-N) [P <pop>] <size>
This option would set the ancestral population size to the value <size>. For
efficiency sake, the value you use should be kept as small as possible (but no
smaller!!). The default is 500 diploid individuals, which should be sufficient for
most purposes. However, if you are simulating a distribution of selective effects
where the mean of the distribution is greater than the population size (in absolute
value), then the entire population might go extinct. A realistic distribution inferred
from human polymorphism data might induce such an effect.
B.4.1 Population Expansions and Bottlenecks
Natural populations fluctuate in population size, and any simulation program
should accommodate this biological feature. However, it is often not necessary
to simulate the exact trajectory of the population size, just the major trends (i.e.,
the time of an expansion, or the severity of a contraction along with the degree of
recovery). SFS CODE implements four demographic events:
1. set the population size to a new value:
-TN <τ> [P <pop>] <Nnew>
2. change the population size by a relative amount (ν = Nnew/Nold):
-Td <τ> [P <pop>] <ν>
3. allow the population size to start changing exponentially:
-Tg <τ> [P <pop>] <α>
4. or commence logistic growth/decay:
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-Tk <τ> [P <pop>] <K> <r>
Each of these options begin with ‘-T’. This indicates to SFS CODE that an evolution-
ary event will occur at a specific time (<τ>, the first argument). The next character
(one of ‘N’, ‘d’, ‘g’, or ‘k’) indicates the type of demographic event (NOTE: only
short names are accepted for timed events). The first argument for these options
is the time parameter <τ>. Time is scaled by the effective size of the ancestral
population (essentially the number of generations since the end of the burn-in di-
vided by the number of chromosomes in the ancestral population). Next there
is an optional parameter that would allow you to specify a specific population.
If you want the demographic event to be applied to all populations (or you are
only simulating a single population), then this is not necessary. Otherwise, if you
only want to apply the demographic effect to population 0 (see description below
on how to simulate multiple populations), then you would use ‘P 0’ here. Using
the character ‘P’ in your command tells SFS CODE that the next parameter is a
population and not the value for the size change effect.
Finally, if you are using ‘-TN’ include the new size of the population <Nnew>. If
you are using ‘-Td’ include the relative size change <ν> = new size/current size
(note that current size is NOT necessarily the ancestral size if you have multiple
changes). If you are using ‘-Tg’ include the exponential rate of growth/decay <α>.
The parameter α determines the size of the population at time t by the equation
N(t) = N0e
α(t−τ), where time is scaled by PNA (the number of chromosomes in
the ancestral population, n.b. in a diploid population P = 2), τ is the time that
the population size started changing, and N0 is the size of the population when
it started changing (not necessarily the ancestral size!). This implies that if you
want the population to grow from N0 individuals to NF individuals in (t−τ)×PNA
generations, you would invert the exponential equation to find α = ln
(
NF
NA
)
/(t−τ).
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If you are using ‘-Tk’ for logistic growth, include the carrying capacity <K> (the
final population size) and the rate to approach it <r>. For logistic growth, the size
of the population at time t is determined by the equation N(t) = KNAe
r(t−τ)
K+NA(er(t−τ)−1) .
SFS CODE is a forward simulation program, so it thinks about time going for-
ward. You can think of the burn-in period as “negative time”, with the simulation
actually starting at time zero (when the burn-in ends), and progressing forward in
generations. Rather than referencing a specific number of generations, however,
time is referenced in terms of PNA generations, where NA is the ancestral (original)
population size and P is the ploidy (if you are simulating a diploid population,
then P = 2 [the default], while P = 1 for a haploid population and P = 4 is a
tetraploid population). You can change the ploidy using the following option:
--ploidy (-P) <P>
where P can be 1, 2, or 4. If P=4, you can specify either autotetraploid population
or allotetraploid using
--tetraType (-p) <0/1>
where 0 indicates auto- and 1 indicates allotetraploid.
Keep in mind that the time scaling does not change as the population sizes
change (though the amount of evolution taking place each generation can be con-
siderably different). This is similar to ms, but instead of having a diploid time
scaled in units of 4N0 generations (with N0 the size at the time of sampling),
SFS CODE would scale time in units of 2NA generations.
In SFS CODE, it is also necessary to tell the simulation program when to end
using the option
-TE <τ> [pop]
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where again, time (τ) is scaled in units of PN0 generations. In the simple applica-
tions above, the simulation actually ended when the burn-in period was over (i.e.,
at time τ = 0). In general, you can end the simulation for any population at any
time (useful for generating samples from now extinct populations, such as nean-
dertal), but in most situations you will terminate the evolution of all populations
when you sample at the end of the simulation. To be more specific, the simulation
ends when the last evolutionary event takes place. The “-TE” option just allows
you to put a place holder until a specific generation.
If you want to simulate a model for an African population of humans, you might
consider a simple 2-epoch model, where there was a constant ancestral population
size (NA) which instantaneously changed by a factor ν = NC/NA some time τ ago
(in units of 2NA generations). A diagram of this model is shown in Figure B.2.
To implement this model in SFS CODE, you would consider time during which the
population has its ancestral size as the burn-in period. At the end of the burn-in
period, the population instantaneously grows by a factor ν, and maintains the
new size for 2NAτ generations, when the simulation ends. Abstractly, this is
implemented in SFS CODE as
Ex. 6. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -Td 0 ν -TE τ
Notice that the demographic event actually occurs at time zero, with the pop-
ulation maintaining it’s new size for τ units of time until the simulation ends. The
parameters of such a model were inferred by Boyko et al. (2007) using synony-
mous SNPs across the human genome from an African American (AA) popula-
tion. Their inferred demographic model is shown in Figure B.2. Simulating the
AA demographic history using their inferred parameters is easy:
Ex. 7. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -Td 0 3.3 -TE 0.4377
The equivalent command in ms would be:
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ms 12 1 -t 16.5 -eN 0.066 0.303.
Note that ms requires θ = 16.5. This ensures that the ancestral population has
θ = 5, which is the case for the SFS CODE simulations (θ/per site = 0.001 across
5kb).
A simple demographic model for European populations is a 3-epoch bottleneck
model. This model is also shown in Figure B.2, and consists of an ancestral popula-
tion size (NA), a bottlenecked population size (NB), and a current population size
(NC). In SFS CODE, generations begin accumulating when the first demographic
event occurs (i.e., τ = 0, when the population decreases in size). The second demo-
graphic event occurs at the end of the bottleneck (τ 2→ = 7703gen./(2NA) = 0.48),
and the simulation ends at τE→ = 8577gen./(2NA) = 0.54. Given these parameters,
this model is also straightforward to implement:
Ex. 8. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -Td 0 0.722 -Td 0.48 5.27 -TE 0.54
The corresponding command in ms would be:
ms 12 1 -t 19.02 -eN 0.00728 0.19 -eN 0.0714 0.263.
You can increase the sample size using the option
--sampSize (-n) [P <pop>] <SS1> [<SS2>...<SSNpops>]
If you are only simulating a single population or you want to sample the same
number of individuals from each population, then you can simply use “-n <SS>”.
If you want to set a specific sample size for each of n populations, use “-n
<SS1>...<SSn>”. Alternatively, if you just want to change the sample size of
population i, then use “-n P i <SSi>”. Note that individuals are sampled, so if
you simulate a diploid population (P=2), then 2 chromosomes will be printed at
each locus for each individual.
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Figure B.2: The simple demographic scenarios considered considered in section
B.4.1. Parameters (τ and ν) with subscript → are for SFS CODE (forward time),
while those with subscript ← are for ms (pastward time). The horizontal axis
represents time in generations (with t = 0 at the first demographic event). To
obtain τ→, divide the accumulated number of generations by (2×NA). To obtain
ν→ divide the new population size by the current population size at each transition.
This methodology differs from ms, where the population size at time of sampling is
generally the base. The number of generations and the effective population sizes
for both populations were inferred by Boyko et al. (2007).
B.4.2 Distribution of Selective Effects
One of the many important components of a forward population genetic simulation
program is natural selection. SFS CODE assumes a simple multiplicative model of
genic selection. This means that the fitness of an individual is just the product
of the fitness effects of each mutation they carry. In general, a new mutation
will have fitness 1 + s, where s is the selective effect (s > 0 indicates positive
selection, s < 0 indicates negative selection, and s = 0 indicates neutrality). An
individual that is homozygous for such a mutation would then have fitness (1+s)2.
The selection coefficient is related to the population scaled selection coefficient
γ = 2Nes. Because population genetic theory is generally based on inference of γ,
SFS CODE draws γ from a specified distribution (discussed below), then divides it
by PNC, the number of chromosomes in the population when the mutation arises
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(note that P is the ploidy, which is 2 for the default diploid population). SFS CODE
then uses s to determine the fitness of each individual, and normalizes by the mean
fitness in the population.
It is important to note that SFS CODE only implements shift models of selection.
This means that as soon as a selected mutation is fixed in the population, the fitness
effect of the site returns to 1. This avoids problems such as Muller’s Ratchet, where
the accumulation of deleterious mutations drives the population into the ground.
Shift models are also in contrast to models such as the House of Cards model that
was developed by T. Ohta in the 1960s (whereby assuming a normal distribution
of selective effects will eventually lead to the fixation of an allele with selective
effect ≥ 8 standard deviations above the mean, at which point evolution nearly
halts).
You can specify the distribution of selective effects using the following
option:
--selDistType (-W) [P <pop>] [L <locus>] <type> [args]
where <type> [args] are outlined in Table B.1 on page 92, and the optional
flags ‘P’ and ‘L’ allow you to specify a single population or locus (respectively, if
simulating more than one population or locus). For example, to simulate rampant
positive selection, where all new nonsynonymous mutations have γ = 5.0, you
would use
Ex. 9. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -W 1 5.0 1.0 0.0
To simulate a situation in which 70% of new nonsynonymous mutations are dele-
terious with γ = −5, 10% are advantageous with γ = 5, and the remainder are
neutral, you would use:
Ex. 10. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -W 1 5.0 0.1 0.7
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For a more complicated scenario, in which you want a distribution of positive
and negative selection, we have <type>=2, which implements a mixture of Gamma
distributions (Γ(·)), one that corresponds to positive values of γ and one that has
been reflected across the y-axis to capture a distribution of negative values. For
example, if you want to assume that 90% of new nonsynonymous mutations are
deleterious with a selection coefficient drawn from Γ(1, 1) (a simple exponential
distribution) and the remaining 10% are advantageous and drawn from Γ(50, 10)
(having mean = 5 and variance = 0.5), then you could use the following example.
Ex. 11. $ ./sfs code 1 1 -W 2 0.1 50.0 10.0 1.0 1.0
Note that for example 11, the distribution of deleterious effects reduces to an
Table B.1: Selection: arguments for option --selDistType (-W)
<type> [args] description
0 ∅ Neutral (gamma = 0 for all mu-
tations).
1 <GAMMA> <p pos> <p neg>
3-point mass model. Single
γ (> 0) for both deleterious
and advantageous mutations.
With probability <p pos> the
sign is positive, with proba-
bility <p neg> it is negative,
otherwise with probability
1-<p pos>-<p neg>, γ = 0.
2 <p pos> <aP> <lP> <aN> <lN>
Gamma (Γ) distributions.
With probability <p pos> γ ∼
Γ(<aP>,<lP>) (mean = aP/lP,
var. = aP/lP2), otherwise γ ∼
-Γ(<aN>, <lN>).
3 <mean> <var>
Normal distribution. Mean =
<mean> and variance = <var>.
4 ∅
Advanced option. Prede-
fine distribution in file gencon-
textfreq.c, see text.
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exponential distribution, while the distribution of advantageous effects has a mean
and mode at 5. This mixture distribution is shown in Figure B.3. Of course if you
simply want a Γ-distribution of negative selection (assuming no positive selection),
then you can simply set <p pos> = 0.
The fourth <type> (number 3), is a simple normal distribution. With a mean
of zero, Cutler (2000) refers to the normal distribution of selective effects a model
of positive selection. This is because on average, half of the new mutations will be
advantageous, and a majority of the deleterious mutations will be eliminated.
The final <type> of model for the distribution of selective effects is an “ad-
vanced” option. For this option, you can create as complicated a distribution as
you’d like in another statistical package (R, for example). This distribution can be
discretized into 100 bins of equal density (using the quantile function in R, for
example). These 100 bins are then copied into the vector fitQuant that is stored
in the file gencontextrate.c. After changing this vector, the program must be
recompiled (this is the only reason that it is referred to as an “advanced” option...
more realistically, it is a rudimentary option that requires more work, but pro-
vides the ultimate flexibility). This model is actually preferred to <type>=2, as it
is much quicker to randomly sample from a discretized distribution than it is to
draw from a mixture of Γ-distributions. However, population size changes cannot
be accommodated with this option.
It is also possible to specify that one population remain a neutral population.
This can be useful if you want to specify a common distribution of selective effects
for all populations but one. This is done using
--neutPop (-w) <pop>
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Figure B.3: A distribution of selection coefficients, where 90% of new mutations
would be deleterious with γ ∼ −Γ(0.231, 0.1279), and the remaining are drawn
from γ ∼ Γ(50, 10).
Selective Effects with Demography
When population sizes change, the relative effect of selection changes (selection is
stronger in a larger population). This is accommodated by altering the distribution
of the population scaled selection coefficient. For constant (type 1) and normal
distributions (type 3) this is easily accommodated by adjusting the mean. For a
mixture of Gamma distributions (type 2), the λN and λP parameters are adjusted
such that the new means correspond to the change in population size. This also
affects the variance, in accordance with the Gamma distribution. However, for
the custom distribution of selection coefficients (type 4), population demography
cannot be accommodated. If a custom distribution of selection coefficients is used
and the population sizes change, then the same distribution of γ will be used
(thereby inflating/deflating s to maintain a constant value of γ).
Selective Constraint
In the way that Kimura outlined the neutral model of evolution, some proportion
of nonsynonymous mutations are completely lethal, and never contribute to poly-
morphism. All other nonsynonymous mutations were completely neutral, and had
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no selective effect at all. As a result, it is often of interest to simulate data under
such a neutral model (or allowing some proportion of nonsynonymous mutations
to be lethal in general while the remaining nonsynonymous mutations follow the
specified distribution of selective effects). This also generalizes to non-coding re-
gions, where some proportion of mutations can be lethal. In Kimura’s model, the
parameter f0 represents the proportion of neutral mutations. In SFS CODE, you
can adjust the non-lethality parameter using the following command.
--constraint (-c) [P <pop>] [L <locus>] <f0>
This option can even be used when simulating non-neutral models of evolution, as
a way of signifying that only some mutations will contribute to polymorphism.
The way this option works, is that for each nonsynonymous or non-coding
mutation, with probability 1 − f0, the fitness effect will be -1. This effectively
sets the fitness of the individual to zero (as the fitness of the individual is defined
as 1 + s). This means that any mutations that are unique to this individual will
also be lost in the next generation, as it will not pass on any of its gametes. All
synonymous mutations are assumed to be neutral (i.e., none are considered lethal).
B.4.3 Multiple Populations
In the above examples, we have used exclusively a single population, with <Npops>
= 1 as the first parameter into SFS CODE. If we change this parameter, then we
can simulate multiple populations. Note that populations are numbered from 0
through <Npops>-1.
There are two ways to create new populations. You can either have a speciation
event or a domestication-style event. For a speciation event, one population will
be split into two identical populations (equal size, etc.). To split population i into
two populations (i and j) at time τ , you use the following template.
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-TS <τ> <i> <j>
For a domestication event, one population (i) will be split into two (i and j),
but the second population will primarily be composed of individuals that carry a
particular derived allele, chosen at random from all the alleles that have a specified
frequency (within 5% of <allele freq>). After choosing a particular allele from
the founding population, SFS CODE will randomly sample individuals that are ho-
mozygous for the allele. If there are not enough homozygous individuals, then it
will choose from the heterozygous individuals. If there are still insufficient individ-
uals, then it will randomly choose non-carriers, until the specified population size,
<N> is reached (note that <N> must be less than the size of the parent population
i). The template for this option is as follows.
-TD <τ> <i> <j> <allele freq> <N> [locus]
If a locus is specified, then SFS CODE will try to find an allele in that particular
locus (not necessary if only simulating a single locus). If locus is not specified,
then SFS CODE will start at the center-most locus that is simulated. If there isn’t
an allele near the specified allele freq, SFS CODE will search adjacent loci until
one is found. Failing to find any mutations at the specified frequency, SFS CODE
will select the allele that is closest in frequency.
Now that multiple populations have been initialized, it is essential to tell
SFS CODE when to end the simulation. This was mentioned above with re-
gards to demographic effects, but is worth mentioning again. This is done using
the familiar option -TE <τ> [pop]. As an example, say you wanted to simulate
human polymorphism data with a chimpanzee outgroup (assuming a population
scaled divergence time of τ = 10 and an allopatric speciation event). You could
use the following:
Ex. 12. $ ./sfs code 2 1 -TS 0 0 1 -TE 10
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This example would first generate a single population at stationarity during the
burn-in. At the end of the burn-in (τ = 0), the population would be split into
two identical populations, which would evolve independently until the end of the
simulation (τ = 10).
As an example of a domestication event, consider a model for dog breed forma-
tion, where you also want to simulate the ancestral dog population. This model is
characterized by a major bottleneck in the ancestral population followed by rapid
growth. Then, after growing for some time, 2 new breeds (of size 100 and 10) are
formed using alleles at frequency 0.1 and 0.01 (respectively) in the ancestral pop-
ulation. These new breeds are then simulated for 0.1× 2× 500 = 100 generations.
Ex. 13. $ sfs code 3 1 -Td 0.0 P 0 .1 -Tg 0 P 0 2 \
-TD 2.5 0 1 0.1 100 -TD 2.5 0 2 0.01 10 \
-Tg 2.5 P 1 10 -Tg 2.5 P 2 15 -TE 2.6
Let’s walk through this example step by step. First, sfs code 3 1 indicates that
we are going to simulate a total of 3 populations for 1 iteration. Next -Td 0.0
P 0 .1 indicates that there is going to be a demographic event at the end of the
burn-in period for population 0. This demographic event will shrink the popu-
lation to 1/10th its size. After the major contraction, -Tg 0 P 0 2 indicates
that population 0 will start exponentially growing at a rate of 2 per generation
(the backslash ‘\’ indicates that the command stretches onto the next line and
can be ignored). Then, after 2.5 units of time, two new breeds are formed from
this ancestral breed. Population 1 is created by -TD 2.5 0 1 0.1 100, indicat-
ing that an allele at frequency 0.1 in the parental population was used to form a
population of 100 individuals. Population 2 is created by -TD 2.5 0 2 0.01 10,
indicating that an allele at frequency 0.01 is used to form a population of size 10.
Both breeds then start growing at an exponential rate (population 1 at a rate of
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10, while population 2 grows at a rate of 15). Then, after another 0.1 units of
time (100 generations, or approximately 200-300 years), the simulation ends and
we draw the default of 6 individuals from each population. This simulation takes
less than 5 seconds on a 2.33 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo MacBook Pro.
Migration
Individuals are free to migrate to any extant populations. The migration rate
matrix indicates the average number of individuals in each population that are
composed of individuals from each of the other populations. For the migration
matrix M, the (i, j) entry mi,j represents the expected number of individuals in
population i that came from population j (this is also referred to as the “backward
migration rate matrix”). To set the migration rate, you would use the command
--migMat (-m). There are three ways to set the values of the migration matrix,
indicated by the first argument to the option being either ‘A’, ‘P’, or ‘L’. You can
set All entries to be the same value M:
--migMat (-m) A <M>
Note that this option specifies a symmetric island model, where the number of
migrants into population i is M . So, for <NPOP>=3, there would be M/2 migrants
from both of the other two populations. You can also set the migration rates
explicitly from one Population to another:
--migMat (-m) P <Pto> <Pfrom> <M>
which would specify that the average number of migrants into population Pto from
Pfrom is M. Finally, you can List the entire migration matrix:
--migMat (-m) L <M0,1>...<MNPOP,NPOP-1>
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which would set each entry of the matrix. Note that the diagonal entries are not
specified. For example, if you have 3 populations and want to use option ‘L’, you
should specify all 6 entries: M0,1,M0,2,M1,0,M1,2,M2,0,M2,1.
In SFS CODE, a Poisson number of individuals are chosen to migrate from pop-
ulation j to population i each generation with expected value Mi,j. Each migrant
out of population j will be male with probability pMaleMig. You can set the male
migration rate using
--pMaleMig (-y) [P <pop>] <pmale>
By default, pmale=1-propFemale, corresponding to the proportion of males in the
originating population. By default, this is 0.5, but you can change the propor-
tion of females in a population using
--propFemale (-f) [P <pop>] <pf>
This can be set for all populations simultaneously, or for a given population ex-
plicitly.
B.4.4 Mutation Models
There are 6 mutation models built into SFS CODE. The basic initiation of a mutation
model is as follows.
--substMod (-M) <mod> [args]
Table B.2 outlines the models and arguments for this option. The most basic
mutation model (<mod> = 0) was proposed by Jukes and Cantor (1969), and re-
ferred to as JC69. This model assumes that the rate of mutation is equal among
all nucleotides. A simple modification of this model was proposed by Kimura
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Table B.2: Mutation models: arguments for option --substMod
<mod> [args] description
0 ∅ JC69 model of equal mutation rates to
and from all nucleotides.
1 <ψ> JC69+CpG Simple model of hyper-
mutable CpGs, where <ψ> is the non-
CpG rejection rate.
2 <κ> Kimura 2-parameter model, with
<KAPPA> the transition-transversion
bias.
3 <κ> <ψ> K2P+CpG combining model 1 and 2.
4 ∅ ZG2003 the generalized K2P model,
where each nucleotide has its own tran-
sition/transversion bias (all parame-
ters inferred by Zhang and Gerstein
(2003)).
5 ∅ Context-Dependent model, where
the mutation rate at each nucleotide
depends on both of its adjacent neigh-
bors (all parameters inferred by Hwang
and Green (2004)). This is the model
SFS CODE was named after.
(1980) to account for the observation that most mutations tend to be transi-
tions (A↔G or C↔T). This model (<mod> = 2) adds another parameter (the
transition/transversion bias, κ), and is referred to as the Kimura 2-parameter
model (or just K2P). An extension of the K2P model would be to allow a tran-
sition/transversion bias for each nucleotide (i.e., the rate of A→G is not equal to
the rate of C→T). Zhang and Gerstein (2003) fit the parameters of such a model
to human data. This model has been implemented in SFS CODE as <mod> = 4.
One feature of mammalian genomes is the presence of hypermutable CpGs (due
to the deamination of methylated C’s that are immediately 5’ of a G). SFS CODE
implements a CpG extension to both the JC69 model and the K2P model (<mod>
= 1 and 3, respectively). This is implemented by rejecting mutations at non-CpG
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sites with probability <PSI>. Given a non-CpG site is rejected, a new site will be
picked to mutate until either finding a CpG or accepting a non-CpG site. Once
accepting a site to mutate, it will either mutate to a new nucleotide randomly (in
the case of <mod>=1) or to a transitional nucleotide at a rate equal to <κ> (in the
case of <mod>=3). For substitution models 1, 2, and 3, the mutation parameters
(ψ and κ) can also be set for a single population using the following option.
--KAPPA (-K) [P <pop>] <κ>
--PSI (-C) [P <pop>] <ψ>
The most detailed model that is implemented in SFS CODE is <mod>=5. This is a
full context-dependent substitution model, where the site-specific rate of mutation
depends on both of its adjacent nucleotides. This accounts for mutation rate
variation due to CpGs as well as other context-effects found by Hwang and Green
(2004). Conditional on picking a site to mutate, the replacement nucleotide will
also depend on the flanking nucleotides. Choosing a new site to mutate is done
using an inverse-CDF method, where relative hit-probabilities are defined by the
cumulative site-specific mutation rates.
More generally, any trinucleotide substitution model can be used by updat-
ing the 64×4 rate matrix Q in the file gencontextrate.h and recompiling the
program.
While SFS CODE is based on simulating finitely many sites, it is also possible
to simulate data under a pseudo-infinitely many sites model. It is pseudo because
multiple hits can occur, but no more than one mutation will be segregating at a
site at any given time. This is specified using the following option.
--INF SITES (-I)
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Mutation Rate Variation Across Sites and Loci
Context-dependent mutation models impose mutation rate variation along a se-
quence. However, not all species show evidence for such a mutation process (e.g.,
Drosophila), despite having mutation rate variation. For such species, mutation
rate variation has in the past been modeled as a discretized Γ distribution across
sites. SFS CODE allows you to simulate under such a model, allowing both sites as
well as loci to have a mutation rate scaled by a discretized Γ distribution (with
mean 1). These are implemented in the following options.
--rateClassSites (-V) [P <pop>] <nclasses> <α>
--rateClassLoci (-v) [P <pop>] <nclasses> <α>
These options allow you to specify a certain number of mutation rate classes
(nclasses), which will be drawn from a Γ(α, α) distribution (having mean 1 and
variance 1/α).
B.4.5 Selfing and Generation-Effects
SFS CODE generally assumes that all populations are randomly mating (subject
to their relative fitnesses). However, in plant species in particular, mating is not
random, such that an individual may be more likely to self-fertilize than to mate
with another (an ultimate form of inbreeding). To accommodate this, SFS CODE
allows the user to specify a selfing rate, s, for each population using the following
option.
--self (-i) [P <pop>] <s>
Moreover, when simulating multiple species, it will not always be the case that
they will have the same generation time. For example, today, humans have a longer
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generation time than most other primates (especially the non-apes). To account
for this, SFS CODE provides a generation effect option.
--GenEffect (-G) <pop> <G>
For the generation effect, G must be an integer (≥ 1 or ≤ −2). If it is positive, then
the indicated population will experience G rounds of mating each generation. If G
is negative, then the indicated population will only have a round of mating every
|G| generations. For example, setting G=2 would shrink the generation time by
half (leading to 2 rounds of random mating every generation), while setting G=-2
would double the generation time (leading to one round of random mating every
second generation). At least one population must have G=1.
B.4.6 Changing Parameters Over Time
In SFS CODE, many of the parameters can be changed at any time during the course
of the simulation. Table B.5 outlines all the options that have been implemented
in SFS CODE, and any option that has an asterisk in the short name (third column)
can be changed (or initiated) at any time using the following option.
-T<short name> <τ> [args]
This means that if you are, for example, studying domesticated rice, and want to
model the transformation to a primarily selfing organism, you might consider a
population which starts with a low selfing rate, but 2N generations ago became
99% selfing. This could be achieved as follows.
Ex. 14. ./sfs code 1 1 -TE 1 -i 0.2 -Ti 0 0.99
Example 14 would simulate data assuming the selfing rate was 0.2 until the
burn-in time ended, at which point the selfing rate would change to 99%. The
simulation would then end after another 2N generations.
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When using -T*, the option retains all the functionality as described above
and in Table B.5. For example, consider simulating 2 populations, that diverged
10×2N generations ago (i.e., human-chimp divergence). Suppose you wanted to
model recent positive selection (e.g., within the last 2N generations) in the human
genome while ancestral populations and chimpanzee are completely neutral. You
might try the following example.
Ex. 15. ./sfs code 2 1 -TS 0 0 1 -TE 10 -TW 9 P 0 1 5 1 0
Example 15 would generate 2 populations, which split at time τ = 0, and evolve
independently for 10×2N generations (-TE 10). However after having diverged for
9×2N generations, all new nonsynonymous mutations in population 0 would be
advantageous with γ = 5. In this case, the command “-TW 9 P 0 1 5 1 0” liter-
ally means change the distribution of selective effects at time τ = 9 for population
0 to type=1, γ=5, p pos=1, and p neg=0.
Keep in mind that timed events only work with the short names, so you could
not use -TselDistType, for example.
B.5 The non-Effect of the Effective Population Size
One challenge you will face when running forward simulations, is to pick an effec-
tive population size. In coalescent theory, this is a non-issue, as the results have
been derived for limiting cases when the population size tends to infinity while
parameters tend to zero, such that the product stays constant (isn’t it nice that
all parameters in population genetics being scaled by the population size?). How-
ever, in forward simulations, the actual population size used can become an issue,
depending on what you are trying to model.
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This section shows you that in most situations, the actual population size
doesn’t matter. In general, you should do a few simulations with larger and smaller
population sizes to show that the population size used does not affect your simula-
tions. Failing to do so could lead to a false interpretation of the results. However,
it is always helpful to use the smallest population size possible, as this will make
the simulations run quicker.
We will consider varying the effective population size. This is done using
the following option.
--popSize (-N) [P <pop>] <size>
We will consider populations of size N ∈ {250, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000}. This should
give us an idea of what is going on. We will consider just a couple of statistics:
the distribution of the total number of polymorphisms and the average SFS. We
will evaluate populations of constant size, as well as populations that have recently
either grown or shrunk 10-fold (magnitude of change ν = 10 or 0.1, approximately
0.1×2N generations ago). We will also consider neutral models as well as selection
under both selDistType 1 and 2 (-W 1 5 0.1 0.8 and -W 2 0.1 50 10 0.23
0.1279, respectively). Considering just the case of no recombination yields 45
combinations (5 population sizes × 3 demographic models × 3 selective effects).
The general command line looks like the following example (note that we are
sampling 20 diploid individuals, or 40 chromosomes).
Ex. 16. $ ./sfs code 1 2000 -n 20 -N <N> -Td 0 <ν> -TE <τ> \
-W <type> [args]
Figure B.4 summarizes the results. As you can see, for these demographic and
selective effects, the effective population size used has no impact on the
distribution of SNPs or the SFS. For the cases shown here, the only reason
the curves do not perfectly overlap is because 2000 simulations is insufficient to
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capture the true distribution. A very similar figure was generated (but not shown)
with recombination (ρ = 0.01/site) with identical results.
B.6 Sampling From an Extinct Lineage
Recent advances in the extraction of ancient DNA has lead to the partial sequenc-
ing of the Neanderthal genome. This allows us to gain further insight into homo
relatives, and actually learn more about our own species. One of the many ques-
tions that gains a lot of interest is whether or not humans mated with Neanderthals,
and whether there is any evidence for or against it in our genomes. Understanding
whether or not current statistical methods will have the power to detect evidence
of such mating (or how much migration there would have had to have been to
detect it) lies crucially in the hands of population genetic simulations.
Assuming that you’ve been able to simulate more than one population, sam-
pling from an extinct lineage is actually dead easy (pun completely intended).
You must simply “kill” one of the populations using the option -TE <tau> [pop].
Take the following example.
Ex. 17. $ ./sfs code 2 1 -TS 0 0 1 -TE 0.1 0 -TE 0.5
During the burn-in, a single population would reach stationarity. At the end of
the burn-in, the populations would allopatrically split (-TS 0 0 1). After 0.1×2N
generations, population 0 would effectively die (simulations for this population
would stop). All the individuals from this population are still in memory, but
evolution in this population ceases (all individuals would, quite literally, remain
frozen in their prehistoric state). After an additional 0.4 × 2N generations, the
simulation completes. At completion, the default of 6 individuals will be sampled
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Figure B.4: The non-effect of the effective population size in SFS CODE. Each
panel has 5 curves, corresponding to different values of Ne (shown in legend in
the upper-right plot). Each row corresponds to a different set of assumptions (de-
mography/selection). Left is the distribution of the number of segregating sites,
and the right is the average SFS across 2000 simulations.
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from the extinct lineage (population 0) and 6 individuals will be sampled from the
other population (you could consider this the human population).
For a slightly more detailed simulation, consider the human-Neanderthal-
chimpanzee alignment, where only a single individual is chosen from each species.
This could be implemented as follows.
Ex. 18. $ ./sfs code 3 1 -TS 0 0 1 -TS 8 1 2 -TE 9 2 -TE 10 -n 1
Step-by-step, this would perform a single simulation of 3 populations
(./sfs code 3 1). At the end of the burn-in, the ancestral population splits
into two populations (e.g., the chimp and human-Neanderthal ancestor: -TS 0 0
1). After 8× 2N generations, humans and Neanderthals split (-TS 8 1 2). After
another 2N generations, the Neanderthal population suddenly goes extinct (-TE 9
2). Finally, after a total of 10×2N generations, the simulation ends, so we sample
1 individual from each species (including the extinct one).
Rather than have the Neanderthal population suddenly go extinct, it might be
more useful to have them die out at an exponential rate, or something. Just as in
section B.4.1, we could add a growth (or death) rate of population 2 to -2 at time
τ = 8.5 using -Tg 8.5 P 2 -2.
After simulating data, one could use convertSFS CODE to analyze patterns of
shared haplotypes, patterns of ancestral and derived alleles, etc. One could also
consider humans and Neanderthals to be two populations with very high rates of
migration, but negative selection acting strongly on the Neanderthal population
until they are “bred out”.
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B.7 Using SFS CODE on a Cluster
B.7.1 Your own Cluster
Any large scale simulation study cannot be performed without a large number of
processors. Even coalescent simulations require a cluster in some situations, such
as when using approximate likelihood techniques [e.g., Hernandez et al. (2007a);
Caicedo et al. (2007)]. However, if you do not have access to a cluster, or are
unfamiliar with how to run jobs on a cluster, then this section will be insufficient
for you (try the next section, which deals with using the CBSU cluster at Cornell
University).
Being a forward simulation, SFS CODE works well when identical jobs are sent to
multiple processors, as they are all run independently. However, because the burn-
in period takes a considerable amount of time, it is often beneficial to run several
iterations on each processor (to take advantage of the short successive draws after
the burn-in, as shown in Figure B.1). It therefore becomes a balance between the
number of iterations to run on each processor versus the number of processors at
your disposal to provide the most efficient results.
Let’s consider the case where you want to run 2000 iterations of a single simu-
lation. One way to complete the task is to split it up into 200 jobs, each of which
runs 10 iterations. Each of the 200 jobs can then be submitted to a different pro-
cessor successively. When all the processors have written their output, you could
concatenate all 200 output files into a single file for analysis.
Setting the Seed
When running simulations on several processors simultaneously, there is a very
nontrivial probability that some jobs will start at the same time. These jobs would
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then have the same seed for the random number generator, and would therefore
produce exactly the same results. This is very bad, every simulation must have
a different seed. For any given simulation, you can change the seed using the
following option.
--seed (-s) <value>
Depending on the configuration of your cluster, you may be able to generate a
SEEDFILE with 200 lines (using perl or the system defined RANDOM shell variable),
each line containing a unique seed that each process can pluck from. Alternatively,
you may need to generate a TASKFILE with 200 lines, each line containing the entire
SFS CODE command, but with a unique seed. In the latter situation, you could use
another program (written using MPI) to dynamically distribute each of the tasks
across the available processors (not provided, but these so called “master-slave”
algorithms are commonly used and can be downloaded from other sources).
Setting the seed is also useful if you ever want to reproduce a set of simulation
results exactly.
Distributing the Work
Included in the distribution of SFS CODE is an example perl script (genSEEDS.pl)
for generating unique seeds (the SEEDFILE), an example perl script (makeTask.pl)
for creating a TASKFILE, and an example shell file (run sfs code array.sh) that
could be used to run an array of jobs on a Sun Grid Engine Cluster. See comments
in these files for more details. If you use something other than the Sun Grid Engine
(SGE), then you are on your own (unless you are using the CBSU clusters described
in the next section), as I am probably not familiar with it.
Assuming that you have already compiled the program and know where it
is located on the cluster, you should be ready to generate some data. Change
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directory to the folder containing the 3 files mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The basic procedure would be to generate the SEEDFILE:
perl genSEEDS.pl <Nseeds>
where <Nseeds> is the number of simulations you want to perform. Next, if you
want to do several simulations, with each one varying a certain number of param-
eters, it might be helpful to make a TASKFILE:
perl makeTask.pl
Note that makeTask.pl will have to be updated to incorporate the parame-
ters that you are interested in. Next, you will want to update the shell file
run sfs code array.sh to either extract information from the TASKFILE or to
contain the specific SFS CODE command that you want to simulate. Finally, you
will want to submit the shell file to the cluster.
B.7.2 Using SFS CODE on the CBSU Cluster
SFS CODE has a dedicated webpage at http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/
sfscode.aspx. From here, it is possible to submit your simulation jobs to the clus-
ter hosted by the Cornell University Computation Biology Service Unit (CBSU).
The interface is simple. Enter your email address (to have a link with simulation
results emailed to you), and a single set of SFS CODE arguments. All you have
to do is indicate the total number of populations you want to simulate (Npop),
the total number of successive simulations that you would like to run on each pro-
cess (Niter), the total number of repetitions you want to run (Nrep), and the total
number of nodes you want to use. Then, copy-paste your command-line arguments
into the text box. A total of Nrep×Niter simulations will be run automatically,
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each with a different seed. You can only paste a single line into the text box.
Running several different sets of simulations requires submitting several jobs.
The command will then be distributed across the requested number of proces-
sors. Upon completion, output will be concatenated into a single file, zipped, and
stored on a server until downloaded (a link to the location will be emailed to you).
Depending on the number of jobs in the queue, your job may take up to a few days
to begin.
The CBSU clusters have a 24 hour time limit. This means that any job that
you submit to the cluster must be completed within 24 hours. It is good practice
to become familiar with the length of time that your job will take by running a
few iterations locally (also helpful to ensure that your command-line works). You
could then multiply the average amount of time per job by the total number of
tasks you wish to perform and divide by the total number of processors. If this is
greater than 24 hours, consider splitting the job into two or more sets.
B.8 Understanding the Output
A lot of information is stored during the course of an SFS CODE simulation that
will be useful in many different situations (yet useless in others). Unfortunately,
this makes for a lot of output. In order to make the output file as concise as
possible, a fairly complicated format is needed. However, I’ve also produced
convertSFS CODE, a program that will convert the SFS CODE output to a more
useful format (see next section). However, it is important to know all of the infor-
mation that is contained in the output in the event you want to perform a type of
analysis that has not yet been implemented in convertSFS CODE. An example of
the output looks something like the following:
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./sfs_code 1 2 -L 2 66
SEED = -382034166
//iteration:1/2
>locus_0
GTTCCAGGAAGCTGGACAGTCTCTTATGGCGACATGGTAAATAAATTTGCGGTCCTGAAATCGGGT
>locus_1
AATGGGTTAGATTATGATTATGTGCATCGTCTTTACACGAGTGGAGTCATTCGACTTTTCGTACTA
Nc:500;
MALES:3;
0,A,24,-237,0,TTA,A,1,Y,N,0.0,2,0.1,0.8;
//iteration:2/2
>locus_0
TTTTCAGTCTGTTTTGTCAAAGATTATTCTTTTGGGCTCCTCACGCACCTTAAGAAGTGTATATAC
>locus_1
TACGCTATCAACTACAATATACATAGTGTGGTTTTCGATGGCCTTAGGTCAGTTGACCTACGTAAC
Nc:500;
MALES:3;
1,A,28,-523,0,GTG,A,1,V,E,0.0,2,0.1,0.3;
The first line has the command line used to call SFS CODE. In this case I’ve
asked SFS CODE to generate two iterations of a single population, with two loci,
each of length 66 basepairs. The second line includes the value of the seed for
the random number generator (this can be used to reproduce the results, though
the version used to generate this output may be different from the one you are
using so you may not be able to reproduce this output exactly). The third line
starts the results of the simulations. Each iteration that is simulated starts with
“//iteration:”, followed by the iteration number and the total number of iter-
ations being performed. The fourth line starts a fasta-style representation of the
nucleotide sequences at each locus. The next line reports the final population size
(Nc) of each population in a comma delimited list terminated with a semi-colon.
The next line (“MALES:”) provides the index for the first male that was sampled
(not the number of males in the sample), in this case indicating that individuals
3, 4, and 5 are male while individuals 0, 1, and 2 are female (note that these are
diploid individuals, so chromosomes 0-5 belong to females and chromosomes 6-11
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belong to males). The next line starts the information regarding every mutation
that contributes information to the sampled sequences in a comma delimited list
terminated with a semi-colon. There are at most 20 mutations per line, so muta-
tions can span several lines. The information provided for each mutation are as
follows:
1. locus that the mutation arose on (zero-based)
2. ‘A’, ’X’, ’Y’, indicating Autosomal, X-, or Y-linked mutation, respectively
3. position of mutation in locus (zero based)
4. generation mutation arose (negative for mutations arising during burn-in)
5. generation mutation fixed in population (or time of sampling if segregating)
6. ancestral trinucleotide (middle nucleotide mutated, NOT CODON)
7. derived nucleotide
8. 0 or 1 for synonymous or nonsynonymous (respectively; 0 for non-coding)
9. ancestral amino acid (single character representation; ‘X’ for non-coding)
10. derived amino acid (single character; ‘X’ for non-coding)
11. fitness effect (this is s, NOT γ = PNs)
12. number of chromosomes (n) that carry the mutation
13+ comma delimited list of the n chromosomes carrying mutation
Each mutation event is terminated with a semi-colon. The list of chromosomes
carrying each mutation is reported as a decimal: p.c, where p is the population
number (zero based) and c represents the chromosome number in that popula-
tion (also zero based). Take the mutation event reported in the first iteration:
“0,A,24,-237,0,TTA,A,1,Y,N,0.0,2,0.1,0.8;”. This indicates that it occurred
at the first locus (zero), which is autosomal, at position 24. This mutation arose
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237 generations before sampling (i.e., 237 generations before the burn-in period
ended), and was segregating at time of sampling (sampled at time 0). This muta-
tion was a nonsynonymous mutation having no fitness effect, and was carried by
two chromosomes (1 and 8) in population zero (the only population simulated).
Mutations that fix in the population during the burn-in period are not recorded.
If you want to track fixations while simulating a single population, use the -TE
option. Mutations that are fixed in the sample from population p will be reported
as p.-1. It is possible to distinguish mutations that are fixed in the sample but
segregating in the population using the 4th entry (the generation it supposedly
fixed). If it “fixed” at the end of the simulation, then the fixation time will be the
same as segregating polymorphisms. This can only happen if it was still segregating
in the population (as random mating would not yet have occurred).
It is generally encouraged to retain the ancestral sequence (just in case you
want to go back and re-analyze some previous simulations and need the actual
sequences; e.g., to setup the observed McDonald-Kreitman tables). However, they
can take up a lot of space in the output, so you can exclude ancestral sequences
using the following option.
--noSeq (-A)
By default, output will be printed to the screen. If you would rather it be
written to a file, you can use the following option.
--outfile (-o) [a] <file>
The optional character ‘a’ would allow you to append to a file rather than over-
writing it. When multiple iterations are run, and output is being directed to a
file, the progress of the simulation will be printed to the error file. By default, the
error file is the screen, but this can be changed using the following option
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--errfile (-e) [a] <file>
This is also useful for keeping track of any error messages that arise (such as when
figuring out what might have gone wrong with a set of command line arguments).
B.9 Using convertSFS CODE to Generate Useful Data
The output produced by the program SFS CODE is fairly concise, but is not
the easiest file to parse. I have therefore provided the additional program
convertSFS CODE, which takes the output from SFS CODE, and converts it to a
format that might be easier for you to use. These include various summary statis-
tics, as well as the format required for the program STRUCTURE [e.g., Falush
et al. (2003)], and an output analogous to format used by the coalescent simulation
program ms (Hudson, 2002), among others.The basic usage of convertSFS CODE
is as follows:
./convertSFS CODE <input file> <option [args]>
The <input file> to convertSFS CODE is the output file from SFS CODE. The
options available are outlined in Table B.3. As an example, consider generating
a human-neandertal-chimpanzee alignment using a single chromosome from each.
You might consider the following slightly modified version of Example 18.
Ex. 19. ./sfs code 3 1 -L 1 66 -TS 0 0 1 -TS 8 1 2 -TE 9 2 \
-TE 10 -n 1 -o out.txt
This would generate a single simulation of 3 individuals for a locus of length
66 basepairs. You could then use convertSFS CODE to generate a fasta-style
alignment of one chromosome using the following example.
Ex. 20. ./convertSFS CODE out.txt -a I 1 0
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This would print the alignment of three chromosomes to the screen. It might
look like the following:
>it0pop0ind0locus0
GTATGTATAGGGCTTGGTATTGAAAATAGGTCCCAGGAAATCTTGACCGGCACCCAAGAGGTCATG
>it0pop1ind0locus0
GTATGTATAGGGCTTTATATTGAAAATAGGTCCCAGGAAATCTTGACCGGCACCCAAGAGGTCATG
>it0pop2ind0locus0
GTATGTATAGGGCTTTATATTGAAAATAGGTCCCAGGAAATCTTGACCGGCACCAAAGAGGTCATG
The name of each sequence indicates the iteration (“it0”), the population
(“pop0”), the individual chromosome (“ind0”), and the locus (“locus0”), followed
by the actual sequence on the next line. If you just wanted to extract a single se-
quence from human and chimpanzee, then you would use the “P.I” option, which
would allow you to select certain chromosomes from certain populations. In this
case, you would use “P.I 2 0.0 1.0” to indicate that you want two chromosomes
to be printed: chromosome 0 from population 0 and chromosome 0 from population
1.
Ex. 21. ./convertSFS CODE out.txt -a P.I 2 0.0 1.0
If you also want to include the true ancestral sequence of each population to
be printed, include the character ‘A’. Note that this is the ancestral sequence of a
population, and not the ancestral sequence of a pair or group of populations. It
will be printed just as any other sequence from a population, but will have “indA”,
such that the chromosome identifier is ‘A’.
To generate the McDonald-Kreitman table for the human-chimp simula-
tion, you would use the following example.
Ex. 22. ./convertSFS CODE out.txt --MK 1 0
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This indicates that you want to use population 1 for polymorphism (the hu-
man population) and population 0 as an outgroup to call fixed differences (chimp
polymorphism is not included). The output for this particular case is as follows:
0 0 0 2 1.0000. Not very interesting. There were (in order of appearance) zero
synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms, zero synonymous fixed differ-
ences, and two nonsynonymous fixed differences. The last value given is the Fisher
exact test p-value for the table. You can print the table to a file using the flag “F
<filename>”. If you ran several iterations, you can print each one independently
using “ITS -1”. More generally, if you just want to print the first n iterations,
replace “-1” with “n”, the -1 just allows you to not worry about the actual number
of simulations that were done. By default, the outgroup sample size is 1 (e.g.,
using just the reference sequence to call fixed differences), but this can be changed
to n using the option “OGSS n”. This is helpful if you want to test the effect of
using multiple outgroup sequences on calling fixed differences (many sites that are
apparently fixed between populations are actually the result of sampling a com-
mon mutation segregating in one of the populations). Finally, if you want to use
parsimony to call synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations (instead of using
their true classification stored during the mutation), use “OBS”. As an example,
suppose that the file out.txt contained several simulations from two populations
across 3 loci, but we wanted the observed (i.e., using parsimony) MK table for the
first locus using a sample size of 2 for the outgroup. We could use the following
example:
Ex. 23. ./convertSFS CODE out.txt --MK 1 0 F mk.txt ITS -1 \
L 1 0 OGSS 2 OBS
For printing the site-frequency spectrum (SFS), use --SFS. There are many
similar options for this output. However, you can also specify the SFS of just
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autosomal (A), X or Y linked SNPs (X or Y, respectively). You can also specify
the type of mutations to include in the SFS (e.g., synonymous, nonsynonymous,
or both). In this case, you would use “T 0”, “T 1”, or “T 2” (respectively). Non-
coding mutations are considered synonymous, and will not be reported for “T 2”.
Sometimes using an outgroup to identify the ancestral state of a polymorphism
under parsimony will be wrong (Hernandez et al., 2007b). By default, the true
SFS will be generated, but you can also use parsimony (if you’ve simulated at least
two populations) by including “OBS <ing> <og> [ogsize]”, where ing is the in-
group used for polymorphism, og is the outgroup used for identifying the ancestral
states of polymorphisms, and the optional argument ogsize indicates the number
of sequences to use from the outgroup (default is 1).
To produce output in a similar format as the coalescent simulatorms (Hudson,
2002), you can use the option --ms. You can print the output to a file using F
<file>, and specify the type of mutations to output (either synonymous/non-
coding, T 0; nonsynonymous, T 1; or both T 2).
Finally, you can produce the input file for the Bayesian clustering algorithm
STRUCTURE (Falush et al., 2003) using the option --structure. For this
option, you can specify the centimorgans per megabase (using CMMB <c>), and
restrict the output to either specific individuals (I <n> ...), specific populations
(P <n> ...) or specific individuals from specific populations (P.I. <n> ...).
It is important to note that you can use several options at once. For example,
if you want to generate both MK tables and the SFS, you can put them both
in the command line. Additionally, if you simulated several species, and want to
generate the observed SFS using species with increasing divergence, then you can
just concatenate all your --SFS commands as follows:
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Ex. 24. ./convertSFS CODE out.txt --SFS OBS 0 1 F sfs1.txt \
--SFS OBS 0 2 F sfs2.txt --SFS OBS 0 3 F sfs3.txt
Table B.3: convertSFS CODE Options. Any combination of
<arguments> can be used (in any order) for a given task.
long short <arguments> description
--help -h ∅ Display help menu
--alignment -a
Print sequence alignment in fasta format
[A] Print ancestral population se-
quence
[F <file>] Print sequences to a file
[L <n> <L1>...<Ln>] Only print n loci.
[I <n> <I1>...<In>]
Only print n chromosomes
(but from all populations).
[P <n> <P1>...<Pn>] Only print specific popula-
tions.
[P.I <n> <p1.c1>...]
Only print specific chromo-
somes from specific popula-
tions
[ITS <n>] Only print first n iterations
--ms -m
Produce ms-style output
[F <file>] Print MK tables to a file
[T <type>]
Extract mutations of <type>
= 0, 1, or 2 (synon., non-
synon., or both)
--MK -M
Print McDonald-Kreitman tables
<ing> <og> Ingroup and outgroup
(required)
[F <file>] Print MK tables to a file
[ITS [n]] Print each iteration [or just
first n]
[L <n> <L1>...<Ln>] Only print n loci.
[OGSS <size>] Set the outgroup sample size
[N <n>]
Randomly sample n chromo-
somes from each population
[OBS]
Use parsimony to call syn-
onymous and nonsynonymous
mutations
Continued on next page. . .
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Table B.3 (Continued)
long short <arguments> description
--structure -s
Print structure input
[F <file>] Print to a file
[CMMB <c>] set centiMorgans/Megabase
to c
[I <n> <I1>...<In>]
Only print n chromosomes
(but from all populations).
[P <n> <P1>...<Pn>] Only output specific popula-
tions.
[P.I <n> <p1.c1>...]
Only print specific chromo-
somes from specific popula-
tions
--SFS -S
Print site-frequency spectra (SFS)
[A] Extract only autosomal loci
[F <file>] Print SFS to a file
[ITS [n]] Print each iteration [or just
first n]
[L <n> <L1>...<Ln>] Only print n loci.
[N <n>]
Randomly sample n chromo-
somes from each population
[OBS <ing> <og> [ogsize]]
Use parsimony to identify an-
cestral alleles from an out-
group [using ogsize chromo-
somes]
[I <n> <I1>...<In>]
Only print n chromosomes
(but from all populations).
[P <n> <P1>...<Pn>] Only output specific popula-
tions.
[T <type>]
Extract mutations of <type>
= 0, 1, or 2 (synon., non-
synon., or both)
[X] Extract only X-linked muta-
tions
[Y] Extract only Y-linked muta-
tions
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B.10 Default Parameter Values
Running SFS CODE with the default parameters will generate a sample of six diploid
individuals (12 chromosomes) under the standard neutral model assumptions of
a constant population size, absence of selection, etc. Every parameter discussed
below can be changed using the command line options described in Table B.5. The
full list of default parameter values are given in Table B.4.
Table B.4: Default parameter values used in SFS CODE.
Parameter value
Effective population size 500
Ploidy 2
Allo- (0) or Auto-ploidy (1) 0
Relative size of female population 0.5
Sample size for each population 6
Migration between populations 0.0
Probability male migrates (if migration) 0.5
θ/site 0.001
Substitution model 0
Number of mutation rate classes (sites) 1
Number of mutation rate classes (loci) 1
Infinite sites? 0
ρ/site 0.0
Number of loci 1
Length of locus (bp) 5001
Linkage within loci 0.0
Annotation C
Sex chromosome? no
Self-fertilization rate 0.0
Selection distribution 0
Proportion of loci subject to selection 1.0
Non-lethal mutation rate 1.0
Initial burn-in period (×PN) 5
Burn-in period of subsequent iterations 2
Print ancestral sequence? yes
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B.11 Summary of Options and Arguments
In SFS CODE, an option is a feature that allows you to change the characteristics of
the simulation. Every option implemented in SFS CODE is summarized in Table B.5.
There are basically five types of options: (1) those that control the output, (2)
those those that affect all populations or set foundation for the simulation (“Global
Options”), (3) those that may be population specific (“Population Options”), (4)
those that describe the effect of natural selection, and (5) those that govern the
demographic events (“Evolutionary Events”). All options (except evolutionary
events) have both a long name (preceded by two dashes) and a short name (a
single character preceded by a single dash), which can be used interchangeably
(e.g., you could either use “--theta 0.01” or “-t 0.01” to set the population
scaled mutation rate to 0.01 for all populations). Most options have arguments.
Arguments that are required are enclosed in <angled brackets>. Arguments that
are optional are enclosed in [square brackets].
Some options apply to all populations (e.g., the length of the simulated sequence
-L), and some apply only to a specific population (such as the generation effect -G).
Others default to all populations, but allow you to specify a specific population.
These are denoted by [P <pop>] in the argument list. This means that you can
add the character ‘P’ followed by the number of a specific population to apply
the option to that population exclusively. For example, if you are simulating two
populations, one of which is twice the size of the other, you might add “-N P 1
1000” to your command line.
Generally speaking, options can be used in any order. The exceptions are
--linkage, --annotate, and --sex, which must come after -L if -L is used (if -L
is not used, then order really doesn’t matter). However, arguments for each option
are in a specified order, and must always be used in the proper order.
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Table B.5: SFS CODE Options
long shorta <arguments> description
O
u
tp
u
t
--help -h ∅ Display help menu. (p80)
--noSeq -A ∅ DO NOT print ancestralsequences. (p115)
--outfile -o [a] <file>
Write [or <a>ppend] out-
put to a <file> instead of
the screen. (p115)
--errfile -e [a] <file>
Write [or <a>ppend] er-
ror messages to a <file>.
(p116)
S
el
ec
ti
on
--selDistType -W∗ [P/L] <type> [arg] Distribution of selective ef-fects. (p91, Table B.1)
--neutPop -w∗ <pop> No selection on population
<pop>. (p93)
--constraint -c∗ [P/L] <f0>
Set the proportion of non-
lethal mutations to <f0>.
(p95)
G
lo
b
al
O
p
ti
on
s
--BURN -B <burn>
Burn-in time for initial
population. (p82)
--BURN2 -b <burn>
Burn-in time for subse-
quent simulations. (p82)
--length -L <R> <L1> [<L2>..] [R]
Simulate <R> loci (regions)
with lengths <L1> [<L2>...
opt.; add ‘R’ after a subset
of lengths to repeat]. (p83)
--linkage -l <p/g> <d1> [<d2>..] [R]
Set linkage between
adjacent loci (either
<p>hysical, or <g>genetic
distance) to <d1> [<d2>
..<dR-1> opt.; add ‘R’ to
repeat pattern]. MUST
USE AFTER -L. (p83)
--annotate -a <a1> [<a2>..<aR>] [R]
Annotate each locus as C
(coding) or N (non-coding)
[<a2>..<aR> opt; add ‘R’
to repeat pattern]. Note:
If coding (default), length
will be rounded to nearest
codon. (p84)
--sex -x <x1> [<x2>...] [R]
Annotate sex loci, either
0 or 1 (autosomal or sex,
resp.). Use only <x1>, or
specify each locus, or put
‘R’ at end to repeat a sub-
set. Only implemented
for the diploid case (P=2).
Males do not recombine at
sex loci. (p84)
Continued on next page. . .
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Table B.5 (Continued)
long shorta <arguments> description
--ploidy -P <ploidy>
Set the ploidy of all popu-
lations to <ploidy> (1,2,4
only; i.e., haploid, diploid,
or tetraploid). (p87)
--tetraType -p <0/1>
If P=4 (tetraploid) assume
auto- or allotetraploid (0
or 1, resp.). (p87)
--substMod -M <mod> [args]
Set the mutation model.
(p99, Table B.2.)
--INF SITES -I ∅
Avoid multiple mutations
segregating at the same
site concurrently. Multiple
hits can still occur for long
divergence times. (p101)
--seed -s <int>
Set random number seed
to <int>. This should al-
ways be set manually if us-
ing this program on a clus-
ter!! (p110)
P
op
u
la
ti
on
O
p
ti
on
s --theta -t∗ [P <p>] <θ>
Set the PER SITE popu-
lation scaled mutation rate
to <θ> for ALL popula-
tions [or just population
<p>]. (p81)
--rho -r∗ [P <p>] <ρ>
Set the PER SITE popula-
tion scaled recombination
rate to <ρ> for ALL popu-
lations [or just population
<p>]. (p81)
--popSize -N∗ [P <p>] <size>
Set all population to size
<size> ’P’-ploid individ-
uals [or just population
<p>]. (p85)
--sampSize -n <SS1>..<SSNPOP>
Sample <SS1> individuals
from population 1, ...,
<SSNPOP> individuals from
population NPOP. Use the
value -1 to sample an en-
tire population. (p89)
--migMat -m∗
A <M>
Set the migration rate
to/from all pops to
<M>/(NPOP-1). (p98)
P <Pto> <Pfrom> <M>
Set the migration rate en-
try mto,from = <M>
L <M0,1>...<MNPOP,NPOP-1>
Set all entries of the migra-
tion matrix.
Continued on next page. . .
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Table B.5 (Continued)
long shorta <arguments> description
--pMaleMig -y∗ [P <p>] <pmale>
Set the proportion of mi-
grants out of each pop-
ulation [or just popula-
tion <p>] that are male to
<pmale>. (p99)
--propFemale -f [P <p>] <pf>
Set the proportion of fe-
males in each population
[or just <pop>] to <pf>, de-
fault 0.5. (p99)
--self -i∗ [P <p>] <s>
Set the selfing rate <s> for
ALL populations [or just
population <p>]. (p102)
--KAPPA -K∗ [P <p>] <κ>
Set transition/ transver-
sion rate ratio <κ> (only
valid for --substMod 2 or
3). (p101)
--PSI -C∗ [P <p>] <ψ>
Set CpG bias parameter
(non-CpG rejection rate;
only valid for --substMod
1 or 3). (p101)
--rateClassSites -V [P <p>] <nclasses> <α>
Mutation rate variation
among sites in loci (dis-
crete Gamma model of
<nclasses> classes with rate
<α> and mean 1). (p102)
--rateClassLoci -v [P <p>] <nclasses> <α>
Mutation rate varia-
tion among loci (dis-
crete Gamma model of
<nclasses> classes with rate
<α> and mean 1). (p102)
--GenEffect -G∗ <pop> <G>
Generation time effect.
<G> > 1 makes <pop>
experience <G> rounds of
mating each generation
while if <G> < −1 mating
occurs only every |<G>|
generations. <G> must be
an integer, with <G> > 0
or <G> < −1. (p103)
E
vo
lu
ti
on
ar
y
E
ve
n
ts
-Td <τ> [P <p>] <ν>
Discrete population size
change at time <τ>
with magnitude <ν> =
Nnew/Nold, where Nold
is the size of <pop>
prior to the event, NOT
ANCESTRAL! (p85)
-Tg <τ> [P <p>] <α>
Set the exponential growth
rate of a population to <α>
at time <τ>. (p85)
Continued on next page. . .
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Table B.5 (Continued)
long shorta <arguments> description
-Tk <τ> [P <p>] <K> <r>
Logistic growth at rate <r>
beginning at time <τ> un-
til final population size <K>
is reached. (p86)
-TE <τ> [p]
Terminate simulation [or
just a population] at time
<τ>× PN0. (p87)
-TS <τ> <i> <j>
Split population <i> at
time <τ>×PN generations
to found population <j>.
(p96)
-TD <τ> <i> <j> <f> <N> [l]
Domesticate population
<j> with <N> individuals
from <i> at time <τ>
using a derived allele at
frequency <f>±5%. (p96)
aAsterisk in short name indicates that the parameters can be changed (or option initiated) at
any time using -T<short name> <τ> <args>. See Section B.4.6 on page 103.
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